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FOREWORD

0 1 APR 1982

DoD 6060.1M

This series of manuals for Child.Care Givers on DoD Installations is
issued under the authority of DoD Inscructlon 6060.1, "Training Marydais
for Child, Care Giyers on DoD Installations," January 19, 1981. Its purpose
is :3 provide child care givers with craiding maxerials chat include the
latest techniques and procedur,es for the safe care and guiding development
of children encrusted co chear care.

This ser,ies..4.ffienuals, DoD 6060.1M-1 through DoD 6060.1M-17, was
developt-il under the auspices of the Department of Health and Ruman Services
by che Depar-cment of Army, in. cooperation with che Navy, Air Force, and
Marine Corps.

The provisions of this series of manuals apply to the Office of the
Secretary of.Defense, che Military Departments, and che Defense Agencies
(hereafter referred co as DoD Components.) whose heads shall ensure that the
man als are distributed or otherwise made available co all child care givers
on floD inscallatidhs and chat these materials are us4d in regionsl and inter
Service workshops, 'seminars, and training sessions.

This series of manuals is effective immediately.

Send recommended changts to che manuals through chahnels to:

Director, Personnel A.dminiscration and Services
Office of the Deputy Assiscaht Secretary of Defense
(Military Personnel and Force Management) (ASD(MRA&L))

Washington, D.C. 20301

DoD Componencs may obtM copies of chrs serie's of manuals through their
awn publications channels. 'Other federal, agercies.and che public may obtain
copies from the Superintendent of Documents, L.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402.

R. Dean Tice

Lieutenant Oeneral, USA
Deputy Assistant Secretary

Tor eela by the Supert.ntendent of Dominos* U.S. Government PrintingOfflee, WeehIntton, D.C. MO:
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INTICCUCTICV

a.

WELCOME to a staff development nodule written for
tfte "caregiver" dr "teacher" in a military child
care center. Thoughts and i0eaq for working with
six- through twelve-year-old children will be .

shared with you.in this module, Cariy For School-
Age Children.

f-paCed instruction has been used in this module
so you can work on your cwnand at your own speed.
As you begin the Module we have included a preview
of a few situations with choices qf ways to handle
them that you may try. Read the situation, think
About the solutions, then circle the;bestenswer.'
Ou may wish to compare your answers tith,ours on
page 172. Since you are just beginning, work
slowly. Remetber it is the purpose of the module
to allow you to practice making some decisions
About youractions in working with school-age
children. 06 recognize that your experiences with
school-age youngsters will be unique. However,
actions that have worked for.other caregivers may
give you some ideas for handling situations that

-You may come to in the future.

The school-age years'are very important ones.
Child care for these youngsters may be available
before and after school )ours, in the evening for
those parents who work cad hours'or late shifts,
and during weeks or months of school vacation.
However, it is necessary tMt the care given not be
an extension of the school day or school year with
school-like routines and expectations. School-age .

careShould be relaxed, fun and-educational-but-not--
in a textbook way. It should be.suppOrtive and
helpful to parents and children. It,should be
informal without the preSsure, stress or Strain
that often is a part of the sdhool and/or home life
of some children. The child care center shOuld act
as an enjoyable retreat from:school life and a
transition between home and school forfrthese Children.

So you can better understand the epphasis in this
module, here are some facts. While child care-cen-
ters often are able to take children from six to
twelve years of age, most of the children who come
to the center Will be six, seven and eight year
olds. They will,be .first, Second and third graders.
Of the others, most will be nipe years old or in
the fourth grade. That is why this'module gives
more attention to yOunger school-age children
youngsters who are nine and under.

1



With this in mind, thepreview is followed by
several sections which discuss school-age child
care. ,The first of these is titled 'That Should

Child Care Be For School-Age Childrenn The module

talks About what these children like to do, their
feelings and worries and what adult behavior means
to them as growing children. Another section
presents difficult 0- .viors in school7age.children
and.how you can help. There also are a. few short
-pages on how to encourage Children to take an
interest in their own health, appearance andgenerai'

%ell-being. The last section, "What About The Older
Chdld In School-Age Care?" tunes in to the ten,
eleven and twelve year old who may be a part of
.sohool-age care in your center fram time to time.

'41 most sections of this module, situations that
really have taken place with schcol-age children are
described. We provide you with choices of ways to .

handle each situation. Then, when you turn the
paw, you will find why we think one answer is
better tban the pithes. We ;ecognize that often the
right answer is easier to Cholose when a caregiver

_real_chi3.11,_Our.bope_prPsEsTrEing y_

has the chance to view the real si tion with the

Samples lig that you have time to think - before some
of these probaems occur on'the job in the child care
center:

a

WLle the situations cannot cover all experiences
tou might have withrschool-age youngsters, the more
common or difficult are presented for you to study.
It should be noted that, solutions presented are not
the Ohly possible answers. (You may be able to thiiik
of others not listed. Just remember this module is
a learning tool. It will help you increase your.
knowledge and understanding of six through twelve
year olds.- It also will encourage you to think
about working with theni,- and get you to consider the
effects of your actions. -

At the end Of the module you will find anothiset
of situations and ways to handle them. It will be
interesting for you to chedk yourself on what you
have learned by,dcmparin7 the Answers you select on
the PREVIEW before you read thenDdU1 e with the ones
you choose in the FOSTVIEW at th end dk the ndule.

_
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This mo:dule, Caring For School-Age Children, will
tell you what school-age, -children are like and how
you can provide for their needs.

School-age children are growing in uneven spurts.

% SO
School-age children need to learn about good NUTRI-
TION for sound HEALTH.

4

School-age childien alv still young.

- SO
School-age children need .to ,rel a sense of SECURITY,
and belonging.

Sdhool-age children are inventive.

SO
chcol-age children need TREECdnVith ,gui-da-hce:

Schooi-age children are looking for rules.

SO
School-a40- children need a STRUCTURE or roiltine to

-follow. ---

School-age children are self-conscious.

SO

School-age childrefi.need OOMPASSION, acceptance and
understan g.'

School-age children are maturing at different
rates.

SO
School-age children need

,/

adults who'respect DEVELOP-
,

MENTAL DIFFERENCES.

4.)

-5-
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,Schoollage children are adventurous.

90-
,School-age,ch,ildren need CHALLENGE to hold their

interests.-)

-6-
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A PREVIEW

,

Here are the situations with choices of possible ways to handle them which
we promised you. Think about each sitUation and then circle what you
believe to be the best way to handle the situation. When you have finished,
you may want to compare your answers with ours (see page 172). By doina
this, you will have some idea of what you will learn in this module about
caring for school-age children.

4

WHAT WOULD YOU
DO IF . . .

1. Gina arrives at center today all excited abOut her family's new .7
bbat. She has pietures to show everyone.. Which of the folipking would
be the best response? You say:

A. "Gina, I think she is the prettiest boat I';ve ever seen." .

B. "Gina, have you picked a name for her yet?"

C. "Gina, what will you do in your new boat?"

2. Troy, Lisa and Tally have formed their own private,club. They are the
only members. They have a secret password, membership card and hand
signals. Some of the other youngsters are beginning to complain about

1eft-but-.-----Mat4ni-d-yotrdo?

A. Tell Troy, Lisa and Tally their club is not fair to the others.
Encourage.them to make new friends.

B. Get the others involved in a game or project. TUrn their attention
away fppm the three club members.

C. Say, "Troy_m_You, Lisa and Tally let others join your clUb. It's
more fun when there are more members."

3. You want a group of older school-age children to'know wtiat is expected
of them in the arts '-a-crafts area: What.is the best way to proceed?

A. Say, "You can whatever you like with the materials on the
talgles. All 'I sk is that'you share the supplies wi,b each other
and clean up ter you are done with your project."

B. Simply direct theM to the artAnd crafts tables. JThey are old
enough to be able to manage on their own. By ten, eleven and twelve
years of age children don't need anY such reminders.

C. pay, "Before we begin,"tere are the rules. One: No hogg all the
glue. Two; Pick up all the mess on the table's and floor. Three:
Wash your hands 'before leaving the7tables:..." and so on.

o
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4. It is most important that sOool-age care:

A. Offer youngsters a chance to *develop,close friendships and explore

special interests which sdhool may not allow.

B. Offer youngsters time and place to work on4homework and other
school-related taskp without interruption.

#

C., Offer school-age children substitutes Bar their parents and families.

5. Which item below best describes school-age children as a group?

A. They like to read, write poems and do quiet, alone type activities
after a hectic day at school.

B. They love to celebrate most any occasion and fun, exciting sur-
prises are always Welcome.

C. They want most to just sit and talk with you and other understand-
ing adults.

4
6. .Six-yearAold Shannon is an "I can't" girl. Every time you encourage

her to do'samething she says, "But I can't. I'm just not good at that."

What can be done to help Shannon think she can do things well?"

A. When children this age say such things, realize that, it is just
a stage of growing up that all children go through. There is'not

Much need for your concern because it, too; will pass.

B. Do not let her give up so easily. Push Shannon into an activity

even if she seems not at all eager to join. This wey ahe Will

discover for herself that she can do some things well.

C. When you see Shannon doing something on her own, give her your
praise. "Shannon, you are a goad ball catther; Here, let's play

catch together."

7. Winona is 11 years old. She is a very bright child-and seems to be
mature for her age. After you finish explaining the rules to a new

game, she suggests that e of the rules seems unfair. What would you.

say?

A. "Winona, I really don't understand it myself. But that is therule
so that'Js how the game will be played."

B. "Winona, maybe yOu can explain a more fair way. Perhaps there is

samething we haven't thought of."

C. "Well, it seems to be a good rule to me. Let's tilt to play the

game anyway. sure it will work out."

-8-



8. Seven-year-old Debra: spends mth of her time telling you what the other
children do that is wrong. This oonstant tattling is beginning'to
bother you. What do you do?

A. Just-ignore Debra when she tattles. Let her know that you don't
want to hear about all the wrong things everyone is doing.

B. Say, "Debra, youlmow, I would like you a lot rore if you would
stop being such a tattle-tale."

C. Say, "Debra, let me take care of the other children. ,I can,see
when they are doing'scuething wrong. Tnat'is not your job."

9. Ten-year-old Karl is at the age where he insists it is always important
to fell the truth. You have tried to explain to him that sometimes
honesty can,hurt feelings. But Karl does not seem to accept that as a
gcod reason for not telling the truth. Today he tells you that his
father thinks you are too fat and should go on a diet. You are hurt by
his c6iment because you have always been somewhat seli-conscious about
your-weight. %bat could you do?

A. just smile at Karl and tell him to go pn his way.-,Suggest that
your weight is none of his business.

g. Take Karl aside and explain how you feel. Vet him know that you
feel embarrassed and hurt.

C. Say, Nell, Karl, that makes two of us. Your father is--n6EeTcactly
1 in the best of shape either:"

10. Jeffrey is somewhat small for a ten year old. He has been teased from
time to time by others his age. Eadh time he becomes upset Whenever
this happens.-How can-you.help Jeffrey?

A. Encourage Jeffrey to play with younger children who are more his
size.

B. Make group discussions about differences in people a regular part
of the roLtine. Let children knoW that differences are normal.

C. Tell Jeffrey's parents ou are very concerned because Jeffrey is
small. Suggest he see a doctor soon.

,
11. Ray Jim is very competitive. He becomes very unhappy if .his base-

ballteam does not win. 'How can baseball be more'fun.for him?

A. Do not teams all the time. Simply change positions often.
HaVe player see how he or she improves with practice.

B. Tell the children that they can play baseball but withput keeping
score. One team does nothave to win.

C. Tell Ray Jim that he must learn to be a good loser.
that his team can't win all fhe time.

I.

-9-
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12. Carlos is eight. He has just arrived from school very excited About
something. He is eager to tell you all about it. But you are in the

smiddle of preparing snack fiwr"all the sdhool-agerchildren. What is the
4' best way to ha4d1e thii situation?

,

A..: Say, "Carlos, if you can wait just a few minutes; I All love these
trays full: Then you can tell me your news."

0

B. Tell Carlos, that Xis gbod_news will(have to wait until aft4 yOu

l 4
t .,

. , are dode:serVing snack and the tables have been cleared.
e

.\
C. Take a few moments to sit and talk with Carlos. Then let him help

you fill the snack trays and set them on the tables.
/ e

.

13. You are trying without,success to lead a group of sChpol-age children
in singing a round. Chit is quick to point out-your faire , What

14.

could you do? .

A. Have Chip help you lead the round.

3: s k Chip to leave the group.

C. Tell Chip you are doing your best:

Randy, age seven, has just returned to thqkdenter after attending tlis
grandfather's funeral. He asks you, "why So people die?" How would
you answer?

A .

"Randy, oon't aliays know why, but e, A.

later. Do ilou why your grandpa di
ryone dies SPO
7

r or

B. ".Randy, sometimes people are so sick or hurt that they just die."

.1 C. "Randy, wheh people get old thek,are net.as strong 6.s they used to -

be. So they die."

15. Jill has learned that her parenis plan to divorce. She-is confused
and like most youngsters asks why. 44hat do you say to her? ,AP

A. "Jill, when pao people no longer love each other they ofthn get a
.

divorce."
s;

B. "Jill, divTrce is somethihg that.happens when parents are unhappy,
0 at home.

C"..,7141;;4ne:tirnesiditants decide they can no,longer live_tOgether.
What haVe-your parents told yoii?"

-10-
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16. Eight- ld Douglas and'.his familyshave just moved over-3,000 riles
from the old home. Douglas seers afraid to meet newiChildren and
join in their activities.. How can you make him feel more securp?

A. Give Douglas a Chance to solve this problem or hirself in his own
way. k I.Ss- ,

B. 'Ask a small group of Zldren tdiget DoUglas to Play with them and
be his' f4iends.
.

C. Find out wilt kinds of thin4s interest Douglas most. Get him
,

.involved in such activities.

17. Sharon and Willa are playing dominoes. Sharon calls Willa a Cheater.
.Amargument begins. What would xou dd?

A. Say,'"No one likes to play with a Cheater:- Now let's.txy to play
according to the rules."

B. Do not take sides. Let the youngsters try to handle the matter
on their own.

C. Euggest they stop playing until they can clay the game without
cheating.

18. %bat is the best way to respond to a child who lies for the first tire3

A. Don't get' excited, but' let.a child know you prefer honesty.

B. Let the child see how shocked and'disappointed you-are.

C. ,Tell the child you afld the others do not like liars,

'19. Christine tries to win the friendship of others by scaring th'en into
being her friend. Haw can you help her?

A. Explain to her that nObody wants to be friends with a bully who
scares them all the time.

B. Give Christine pore of your time, Find activities for her in which
she does well.

C. Tell the other Children to ignore her until she can be nice to
them.



.

20. You have seen Phyllis'take another child's bracelet. When you ask her

why she tobk it she says,'"I don't know." What could Don do?

A. Have Phyllis sit by herself until she can tell you why She took
the'bracelet. She must know why.

B. Say; "Phyl4s, how can that.14e?. You must know why you took the
bracelet. q'm sure you can think of a reason."

C. This obuld be an honest phe is not offering an excuse.

Rather she is adAtting her guilt. .

C.

4



FEAT SHCUID
FOR SCHOOL-

AEBE
CHILDREN?

SENSITIVE TO THEIR FEELINGS AND NEEDS

Knaw That Same May
Rese4 Child Care

Make
: After-School
,Time Special

Have Fun And
Remember That
They're Just

Learning, Too

Develop Trust
And'The Right

TO Disagree

It most definitely must be noted that malty school-

age youngsters resent day care. They do not /ike
the idea of-being "taken care of" or "bahrysat."
That is how they see day care for them. 'Ito often
these same children have no choice in the matter,

either. And that fact simply adds ta their resent-
ful feelings. They may be teased by other friends
about being "babies," about not being able to care
for themselVes. Yet they,are at an age when they
think they 4re able to be on their own before and
after school, even during summer vacation. As a
caregiver you must reoognize 'tlir lack of enthu-
siasm for an activity you may planned, a field

trip or gueq visitor in the ter. Much unpleabant

behavior can and does occurAecause of these very
red/ feelings,Nany childr haVe.

School-age Child care ,is or can be many things.
But one thing it should not be is more school.' It

'must not be a repeat or exten4on of the school day
with school-like routines, activities and rules.
That would be unfair to all concerned, especially
'the children. This is a theme this module will
bring out time and again, not t6 bore you but to
impress Upon you its importance.

Do not rob yourself and the youngsters of the
opportunities to taik, play and Share together in

tan atmosphere that is fun, free and sparked with
enthusiasm. Remember, school-age children look to
the important adults in their lives for guidance,
leadership and Understanding. There will be.times
that will try your patience. But the child is now
at an age when he is learning to be patient with
you, too. Perhaps that comes as a surprise. Yet
ask yourself if this is not true, particularly as
you work in school-age child care.

Be honest. You and the child are entering a time
of agreement and disagreement. You and she will
hot,always see eye'to eye. You will not always be
right. And.if there is trust and confidence between
you and the child, she will tell you when you are
Wrong. At the same time she will stand firmly,
behind you when you are right. She will ask your
opinion or come to you for the answer. She sees
you as a valuable person. Since she likes you She
.wants you to like her.

-15-
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Think About
How It Felt To

Be A Young
khool-ager

Expect Six To Be
An Active And

Affectionate Age

Recognize.That Semen
;s A.Time Of

Sensitive Feelings

et to liking someone is through understan4-
. So take yourself back in time. 'Try torecall

when you were a first grader with a couple of front
teeth missing every time yo4,smiled or tried tp
talk Or, maybe you are getting ready for your
ninth birthday and the party list definitely does
not include members of the opposite sex. If such
memories seem too hard to recall, perhaps you have
or have had children aehome of this_age. Zan you
think of some,of those experiences that might make
you a better caregiver today'll See if any of the
following, when brought to *Lind, help recall "the
good old days."

The six year old can be a delightfa child. She
also can be a one-persdn.wrecking crew. She is
unpredictable - loving and affectionate one day,
self-centered and demanding the next. One moment e

she is in a big hurry to'get things done right now.
The next'uoment she can be so slow that yoU dre
sure a turtle couldmoY6 faster. She is very
sensitiveopo being ctit;ilaye or rejected. She
wiggles and-squirms corigtantly. She never seems to
sit still without an itch here,or a twitCh there.,%,
She likes the company of older children. But.she,
has,no time or patience for younger ones. Friend-
ships come and go with ease. She usually has a
best friend,,but the.person who holds that title
may change often, too. Friends of the same sex
seem more interesting. The six year old praELly
likes school very much. School marks the &ginning
of a whole new stage in life. If'all goes well it
will take up most of her time and '-vergy. While
the young school-age child prefers friends of%her
own sex,-it is not at all uncommon for a first
grader to love heriPteacher regardless of the

,

beacher's sex. Mbre than one little girl has been
crushed when she found out Mt. Hobbs already has a
girlfriend or wife.

The child of seven is more quiet than the six year
old. He understands more of what goes on at school.
He is less talkatiye and less unpredictable. The
seven year old is Sensitive to the reactions of
others. He iL helpful and polite. He certainly is
more willing to take,suggestions. He usually likes
school and is impatient to knowimmediately how he
has done. Seven now has a larger circle of friends.
He finds it easier to play as a member of a large
group. However, group play is-loosely organized.

es are not yet all important, but they do oount.
He discovers that playing and being alone are fun,
too. He enjoys playing away from adults in secret



- Watch For
Curiosity And
,Concern With
Friendships

At Eight

Expect Nines lb
Be Confident And
Enjoy Organized

Games

hideaways. The seven year old is a good listener.
He likes you to read to him. NHe no longer likes to
leave things unfinished. Completing a task is very
important Seven can be moody or complaining to
the point of extremes. 'Nobody likes me" or "I'm
just sure I was adopted." Tabper tantrums are less
common than before. Instead he will remove himself
from the scene of a disagreement and try the pouting
or sulking routine. Seven is growing ever more
concerned about the wrongness of lying, cheating
and stPAling. While Six is more.a child of action,
Seven is more a child of feeling. He thinks more
about his experiences in terms of how they make him
feel. He is growing up. Tdoth.fairies and Santa
Claus mpy.soon become beliefs of the past.

Eight likes to carry on conversations with you,
rather than just taIk chit-chat. She can be $! big
help when you never seem to have 9pough hands to go
around. Eight is very concerned/about friends.
One of the things she likes most about going to
school or coming to the center is her friends. The
eight year old begins to criticize herself. She
comparas herself toothers. She is eager to stiowi,

'...:you only her best. She is very sensiti've about
thingi she does not do well. Eight has a gbod
appetite even if she was a poor eater before. She
takes less time tio wash her hands and face because
she has'more important thin4s 'to do. She must-be
reminded of these routines, too. She is fond of
fiddling, with gadgets. Her curiosity seems to know
no boundary. As a result she has been known to get
carried away with her experimenting. At eight the

I, child has fewer fears. Her fear of the dark has
probably lessened. However, she still fears a
fight or not being liked. In an attempt to hide
her own fears She' enjoys scaring others.with a
"Boo" or telling spooky stories. Also, Eight likes
to tease but spe is not so good about taking it in
return. She%Allis to enjoy watching adults make
mistakes. So A can expect her to bring apy of
yours to everyone's attention. It is one way of
trying to deal with the less-than-perfect world She
is beginning to know.

The nine year old has more self-confidence: He has
a better idea of who he is and where he is.going.
He is patient and can accept his own shortcomings
or mistakes more easily.. Nine is better organized.
He makes plans and is able to budget his time.
Friends are extremely important. NO one is
unhappy than he i he has no friend to play Wi
Games with well-defined rules and organized clubs
are a big part of his life. He is beginning to
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Don't Exeect'All
Children TO Act

Their Ages

.\)

look for activities which are more involved or
difficult'and so more time-consuming: He is inter-

ested, in'learnind'pew skills. He loves to read,

bringing books from home. There is a growing
interest in magazines and other adultlike materials.

' Nine is a great collector. He will collect sample
after sample of anything of interest to him.. What's

more, he is thrilled if you ask to see these col-
lections. The nine year old is capable of real

? abstract thinking - of picturing things that could N
but do not exist. This becomes a fun game at times.

Daydreaming may be a oommom-daily occurrence.
Doing well in schoo is important to Nine. He is
very aware of how 11 his clatsmates are doing.
Competition is a artof his life. He likes spell-
ing bbes, relay races and team sports. Honesty is
important to a child this age. He is eager to say
things like, "I'll have to be honest. I forgot to

tell my mother." Nine is great at making excuSes
for thingshe does not understand or which go
wrong. He does his fair share of fighting back. He
is not going to ignore the -hitting or teasing of

other children. He is more likely to fight:his own
battles. Ae,this age he may be self7conscious in
front of a group. Giggling or showing off may
result. Nine also gets along well with and, seems to
enjoy little childreh. He may be delighted at your
-suggestion to read a stdry to the toddlers or play
with the babies at the center. Often a school-age
child seems to icouruitl2out being to14 just what to
say or what to do when he is with litt;.e children.
Such moments,'if not overdone or-Misused, can be
especially important for the sc1xxo4-ager'who,is,an
only Child or the youngest child in his family.
Privacy is important, too. A sign on the clubhialse
door - PRIVATE, KEEP OUT - means IF YOU ARE NOT
NINE, GO AWAY.

Of course, you know that a six year old does not
-suddenly stop behaving like six the day she turns
seven. Neither does a nine year old always act his
age. These descriptions are simple guides to wha.
you can expect, in getneral, fiom younger school-age
children at any giveeNage. At times a child will
seem very grown up - gentle, kind and courteous. At
other times the same child may seem no more grown up
than a two year old - stomping, screaming and wanting
his own way.
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EnjoY The Challenge,
4 Of Individual

Differences

Welle so it goes. These are the things that,make
school-age care interesting and certainly a-chal-

lenge for caregivers. You may be delighted that
the Child, finally has reached an age where she can
discuss things on a level you can understand. Your

_patience has paid off at last. It's always good to

have a nice, warm heltt-to-heart conversation with
a child. However, do not be too dismayed if you
,ask, "Bow was your family's vacation in Hawaii?"
and she says, "O.K:" "Well, what did you do for .

two whole weeks?" "Oh, nothing much." Sound
familiar? It should. It's all very normal - just
one of the many things that may find you.scratching
your head fram time to time.

SUPPORTIVE OF THEIR INTERESTS AND GROWTH

Be Aware Of Their There are many qualities and characteristics that
/teed To Be Accepted youngsters this age have in common. Conforming to

By The Group

OfferyThem
Positive WayerTb

Use Their Curiosity

Recognize Their
Sense Of Fair Play

No.

Help Them Accept
Their Mistakes And

Recognize When
Something Ts

TOQ Hard

group standards is important to them. They want be

be like others and do whAt others do. They are
especially awate of family differences in income,
race and culture. For instance, they learn what it
'meana to have more or less money to spend than
someone else. They want to learn how to behave so
they can be acreked.

0

They are great explorers. Their interest in the
world is real. They need to know the hows arid
whys of everything. CUillosity can be both friend

and foe. It can lead them into trouble. ,,So you \
need to' direct thir energies into constructive
areas.

School-age chil absolutely insist upon justice.
"It isn't fair" is a common complaint. Sixes see a
rule as a rule - no exceptions'allowed. Sevens and
eigAts can see that rules are not quite so rigid.
They understand that changes are sometimes needed
depending on the people and the situation Nines
are,beginning to realize that rules are td to
basic moral issues - stealing is wrong bec

Si:3<es thiough Nines are proud of being good workers.
Since, at.this age, work still is more in the form
or play, children can more easily accept their
mistakes. Your guidance can be a big help to them.
Sometimes,School-agers are overly aMbitious. They
take on more than they can handle. But that's all
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Give The& Time
Tb Explore

Set A Gbod
Example

e

pert of growing up, too. It is best they experience
' some failures now iWhen the stakes are not quite so
high. When they.bring the failures on themselves,
they learn bo do better tile mkt time around.
Experiencing some failures at a young age means
being able to live uith failure at a later age.
Hasever, ybu should teach then how bo give up when
th6y realiie something is too hard. Too many
defeats are not good.

Allow them time to exi3lore and experiment. The
boys often are more rough and.daring than girls.
That may be"becaubt they are expected to be that
way. Scythey are .1lowed'more frepolam. It also
might be that their, greater physical energy and
Strength make them more adventurous.

As children grow they learn.more selfncontrblr
They come to understand why;.they cannot always have
their ways. They learn to give love as wellies
receive it. They learn that patience and kindness

A Wide
Variety Of

,petSbnalities And
Physical Differences'

a;p appreciafea-byrahifs. However, these children
still will go back'and forth. Life is fullpf all
sorts of temptations. Your values and beliefs
probably will become a part of theirs. terhe more
they see you a kind, patient person the'more
they will want o be like you.

,

As a group, our4ger school-age children are a long .

way from adultl4d. Yet they certainly are not
babies anymore, hither. Physical growth isslow
but steady. Girls usually are six months to several_
years ahead of boys in physical development.
Vision continues to improve until age seven or
eight. Mental development is very.rapid. Sthool-
age children are eager adventurers who often find,
to their disappointment, that they still have a lot
to learn. EXpect different beliefs and ideas at
this age - different fram yours'and from one
another. Same children are always happy, no matter
what goes on/around them. Same are sensitive to
your feelings. Othas could care less. Some
youngsters will be easily upset. Others seem to
take setbacks in sttide. -There will be bullies and
teasers. There.will be liars and cheaters. There
will be the clouns and the show-of.4. .gach child -

will-be'different with special feelings,\needs arid
problems. Each will have his or her own special
charm.

(11
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Recognize The
Importance Of

-School-age Care

Make It A Place
./ That Is Safe
. For Feelings

k Now, how does all this relate t4,the question, Itly

have school-age child care anyway? Aren't they old

enough bo care forethemselves before and after a
long day at school? They're too old bo play,

aren't they? Can't they find things.ch their own
bo keep busy unt4i. the rest of thefamily comes
home?

/

4

Be Open And
Create A

Relaxed MO.&

The fact'of tlje matter is this: Children need

someplace to lay, things to do and people to be
with throughout the day. A11 theit energies have
to be directed by adults who care. School is a ,

very formal setting in which youngsters are pressured
-into,behaving and performing ip a certain way: As

a young child grows, he needs much more than facts
and figures. He has a desperate need to feel close
to Children his age and to special adults-in his
life. Through these relationships he can learn to

,discuss his problems, his feelings and concerns.
Such moments are seldam if ever available to the

School-age care_museallow tne child a chance to -"r--

work off her stored up energy and frustration. She

must have same way tdrrelieve the anxiety created
by competition at school or obedience at home. And
all this must be done without asking the child to
succeed or finish. At the child care center care- f
givers should concentrate on the child's individuar
needs within the group. The program should be more
flexible with fewer things which_have to be clone.
At the center a child Should have the chance to
become your friend if she likes. You can be the
most important link between the child's home and-
school life. She will tell you things she would
never tell her teacher or parents. In faCt a
caregiver's job is sometimes more difficult than
that of a parent or teacher. You must be able,to
make yourself2tOtallysavailable.:bthe child in a
very open way. You cannot afford to pretend you
are not,human, too. The child demands honesty. As
a caregiver you also have an obligation to give:

,

support to the child's family and schbol. You can
be a big help to other adults who are trying to do
their best. And all this must be done in a way
that does not attempt to reduce or replace parental
or teacher influence....
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Make School-Age Schcol-age care shOuld offer youngsters projects
Care Meaningful and activities they may not be able to get anywhere

, else. Children of this age are looking for More
than a simple art.q and crafts activity. They want
lilohg-range projects that-may go on for days or
weeks. They want an activity they really can get
enthused about. They uent something that has a
lasting purpose for everyone to see. They want an
active involvement in the real world of jobs and

T t, tasks that need to be done. And in the end they
-I want tO be able to say, 14e did it by ourselves.

We did it cur way." -

-22-



CAN YOU KEEV
saicoL-AGE aniDREN narEREsTED?

GET THMA INWEVED AT THEIR OWN PACE

Change Me Pace
Of After-School

Activities

Encourage
That

Activities
Hold Their
Attention

Since you have a bebter feel for whit children this
age are like, perhaps you would like some idea of ,

the kinds of things they enjoy doing. When school-
age dhildren come.to the center they are looking
for activities whidh'are different from the kinds
they do at school. They will want to feel more
like they are home,-with time to relax, pick and
choose between activities, and spend as uih time
as they want on a project.

Py the time children are old enough to got()
sdhool, they have developed enough so they Can keep
their attention on one thing fthr a long while. And
as a caregiver you should encourage activities that
require longer-and longer atterition spans. For
example, let them make a birdhouse or build a
clubhouse. This kind of training in play helps
Children in work or study atrschool. Take advan-

Expect Friendships
Tb Be Important

In Play

Be Sensitive TO
TheinNeeds TO Do
Some Things Alone

Let Them Know
That You Recognize

Their Abilities

trageeof their willingness to tackle difficult
tasks. Let them explore the world in greater and
greater detail. Simple answers are going tp have
to become less simple. These children are not as
willing to accept things just because that's how
things are or were meant to be.

Friendships are forming at this age. Some of these
friendships may be brief, others may go on-for
years. Pethaps you still keep in toudh with some-
one you went to grade 04,l with or who lived
across the street,in your neighborhood. Telling
jokes and having fun with others are-important.'
MAking up secret languages, mysterious passwords
and silly songs is great. Children enjoy these and
similar activitieS in large groups, small groups
and in pairs.

There will be times when youh4 children will want
to be 'left alone. You do not have to plan these
"alone activities. When a child-feels the need to
be alone he will be content to go off on his own as
long as you are willing to let him. A little
daydreaming or talking to himself can't hurt.

School-age children Want to feel capable of doing
things, especially grownryp things. They Want you
to expect them to work 'carefblly SO they can'take'
some pride in their aCcomplishments. The mood of '

things at the center must be one that can take all
these needs intd account so the children will feel

welcome there. ,



Give-Children Time
To Change Pace

Without Rushing

Provide h Casual
After-School Routine

Even six to nine year olds have a need for a.change
of pace. They require Itime,to make changes smoothly
and without a lot,of fuss. Sometimes, in the
morning, a child may still be sleepy. She may
simply- want,to sit quietly by your side, perhaps
getting a little bit of special attention. She may
also neea,a similar moment when coming from school
later in the day. Perhaps tkp morning hours before
going to school will be avood time for a child to
finish some homework, pailbe with your help.if
necessary. It is a time for relaxing after a fast
breakfast at home, cleaning up and getting ready
for sdhool or for quiet, indoor activities.

During vacations and holidays special planning is
required to make sure there is enough variety so
that the interests and needs of all children can be
Met.

An established routine is a necessary part of the
center program. But_unlike school, it should be

..

Let Them Take
An Active Part

In Meal And
Snack Time

Give Th
TO Rest

A Chance
When They

Need It

Involve 'Mem In
Planning And
Cleaning Up

SO lc an compe ve. you
stop to consider all the waking moments in a
child's life that he gives to eating, cleaning up,
getting dressed dkd undreSsed and simply getting
ready\for the next activity, then you can understand

\n
why it 's important for a child tb learn to enjoy
routine It may be necessary for you to beccre
more org \ized or less organized than you are used
to because the child is looking to you for direction .

,

al

Meals and snacks can bfun if the children are
able to help prepare 4dserve as well as eat the
food. This activity g ves the children a sense of
family or belonging. leasant table conversation
brings children and carregivers closer together.
Cleaning up is part of the experience of eating,
too. Children of this age enjoy such tasks because
they feel they are able to contribute in an adult-
like way.

Even young school-age children will need to,rest.
Some may actually need to close their eyes and take
4ashort nap. Others will need time to just stretch
ou't for a.few minutes to let their bodies calm down
after a busy.day. They enjoy soit muSic and low
lights, too. Do be careful, however, not to have
rest times that last too long. School-age children,
need,frequent but.not long rest peri

Regardless of the activity, do not rush yourself or
the children. Use-the time spent in any activity
as a time to get to knoweach child a little better
Plan dctivities SO you and the children wj.J.l have a
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sense of enjoyment while the activity is taking
glace. Let children do as much of the planning as
possible - also the setting up of activities and
the'putting away. There is nothing lartng with
making your job easier as long as the children can
learn and grow from/the activity.

BE CREATIVE IN GUIDING THEIR HAY

r
Let Play Be The A child.of this age plays and plays and plays.

Main Theme 'Through play the child explores her talents and
discovers things she. does best. Shezlso learnS
things she is not so,9ood at doing. She.plays by
herself and with others. She plays by thCbour
because she is a child. A chilly0s world is and
should be a idorld of play.

,

kxpect Wishes, 'Part of a child's play Lakes on a kind of magicpi
Rhythms AMU jokes rhyann. -fferlikes countillg gams, chants and Songs

that repeat the same nonsense over and over.
Making wishes gives him a sense of control. "For
my birthday I wish for...." He loves to tell jokes
more than he likes to listen to them.

WatchFor Monster 'Sometimes school-age children work out their troubles
stories And GaMes -through their Oames. Childhood fear may be egPlored
:With-Exact Rules in games abou -hosts and blihsnonsters and

spcoks, or the s.. people and the bad. They also
like games with exact rules. Six to eight year
olds play in smaller groups that are not so definite
about who can and who cannot play. Nine to ten
year olds play ip larger, more definite groups.

. Group nEmbership - who belongs and who doesn't - is
more noticeabae in older school-age children.

Create Celebrations School-age children love to celebrate. They will**
For Fun And Learning celebrate apything at a moment's notice. qUst

thinkaf-all,the things there areto celebrate
'Mere are certainly the'usual things such a ach
child's birthday, holidays, the first day Of school
(and the last) and.many more. But have you ever
considered lettidg the children celebrate Silly
Day, Samrlias-New7Shoes Day or Raihy Day? Whilp
children will probably have an opportunity at F
school to-celpb change of seasons or St.
Patrick's Day; bften do you suppose they will
celebrate You-D It day or Backwards Day? Imagine
the flan childr- would have if they °Quid 'put their
c thes on ba di. This is also a, time'when you

\ an use one of th most wonderful qualities of
'ldhood - the children's imaginations.

-277-
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Let Celebrations
Bring Out New Ideas

Make Any Occasion
A Special One

Lat Pole-Playing
Give Them A

Chance To Pretend

Let.Them
Pole-Play TO
Hanae4Iheir

Feelings

Encourage Their
Love Of Drama
Through Skits

Any celebration gives directibn and purpose to a
child's efforts. Learning takes place without the
child even knowing it. And the mood can be so
relaxing and fun. Celebraticns can be a timetor
introducing cultural differencea. A child. can come

to appreciate the spedial qualities, beliefs'and
customs of children from cultures-or families
different from his or her own. Alsibat-I-Did-
Christmas-Morning celebration in which each child
tells of something special the family did.Christmas'
Day can teach children_about how families do thingt
differently. It also may teach theM that not all
people believe in or celebrate Christmas.

So-whatevei the occasion, real or imagined, encour-
age celebration.day in your center. It can be
something the children havp helped plan for days or
weeks. Or it can be a total surprise to them. In
any event recognize the many values in celebrating.

Later in,this module you will learn how to be a
goodlistener as a way of helping children solve
their problems. There is another method that helps
children handle theik troUbles.. It is called
"role=playing." School-age children just love this.
activity. They are ,old enough yet young enough/to
really get Avolved. Children love to pretend and.
.beLdravatic at the same tizne. '1:43-playing gives.
:them that chancz.,)

Role-playing is when children act out situations.
4-Stmetimes they will make up as well as act out'
gese little ski,ts. They can be illy or serious.

) They may dress up. ii old clothes or use props they,
have made. Pold=playing.dan of fantassrbr real
life problems. It is an excel ent'way to have
children deal with-theit feelings on sensiLve sUb-
jects like cheating, bullying or divorce wfthout '-
any one child feeling threatened.

You can read a Short story to them and theri ask
them tod prepare a Skit or short Play. Youngsters
this age love to play the pasts of people iq a real
story. The Skits can then be followed by asking
the children About the feelings and behaviors of
the charactars. SuChplay-Acting and discussion
help children underatand,and accept their own
feelings and the behavior of others. ,ibe stories
Or situatiOns may have.hmen-characters. Or animalsf
plants or cars may be the stars: If a story relates

.

to a recent problem:or incident that occurred in .

the center, perhapsqlsing non-human characters such
as dogs or trees will be less embarrassing to those

c144..
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children directly involved. Role-playing canbe a

"good way to get the children talking about and
exploring an incident, even if it was not a par-

ticularly good one. * ,

Expect To Learn Set aside a time each day for this type of activity.

Some Things You maY be surprised to learn'something about your-
Yourself self as well as the children through roleplaying.

.it first you may feel awkward and not in total
control. But that is fine. AA time goes by you

A will feel more oomfortable and come to realize that
you do riot have to be in total control all the
time.

Support Children's The school-age child's keen interest in clubs is
Enthusiasm For something worth noting here. He is more eager to
joining Clubs succeed in Sdhoolwork when he has club activities,

after school hours to look forward to. So emphasis
should be given in the child care center to this
interest in clubs. Photos and posters advertising'
center clubs and the activities are helpful to a
new child and his parents. It helps make fbr a
more positive introducti8n and association between.
the home and center life. Clubs increase a child's
sense of belonging', something so very important to'
theschool-age child. Even the child who prefers

*Pend much of his time by himself enjoys being a
of a clUbles long as there are enough clubs

going on that would appeal ti.'the varipus interests
f Children.

Let Them Form should he athletic clubs, crafts clubs,
. Clubs Around ture clubs and special-interest clubs. Ath-
Their Interests ).e. "'clubs for bike riding and repair, body build=

'"g, Skating or dancing Are examples. Arts
and crafts clubs such as leather making or wood-
working are good. AdVenture clubs such as discovery
or how-to clubs are fun. A bhild can discover wily
the sun is needed to make plants grow or how to
make a kite out of newspaper. Special-interest
clubs might be a checkers club, camera club.or a
magic clUb. The'possibilitieS are endless. , All

you have to do is ask the children in your cake
what kinds of clubs they would like to have and let ,

them go to it.
,

Expect Planning Youlnay even discover that schodl-age children are ,
To,Be,Igqst, .So in love With clUbs that the greatest thrill tiq

ixciting Of'All them is alItthe planning that goes into forming one
rather than the club itself. Thisis most obvious
when children start their exclusive clubs complete
with passwords and the like. Once the big prepare-
tions of organizing become boring, they are off on

another project.

L29- 26
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Keep An Eye On
Clubs That

Exclude

Involve
Cammuniy-Based

Clubs In Your
Summer Programs

Create Uneapected,
fbn With Little

Surprises

Clubs sometimes regult in same children beingleft
out. You will have to*decide how far you are
willing to let this go. It will differ fram situa-
tion tosituation. Children do need to learn as
they gnaw that not all clubs l want them in the
group. When a child first comes.to you cOmplaining
about being left out, discuss the matter only with
him. Find out why he was told he could not join.
Hear his side of the story. Talk about the rights
of others to choose who they will and will not play
with. Explain that you must respect everyone's
rights at the center. Suggest he find another
activity that interests him. You cOuld help him if
he seems unwilling to do that on his own. You
probably will want to step in to keep same children
from feeling too hurt. Get the group together to
talk About how they feel when they are left out.
Oftiih the club members decide to let the child join
after:such a meeting. It also gives'everyone a
chance to be heard Maybe the child that has been
dxcluded did not igive you the whole story. Men-
ever children are rejected frpm club or group
activities for racial, cultural or other similar
reasons, you will need to stop such behavior right
away. Suppose a Jewish Child is excluded from a
group of children who are decorating their club-
house with Christmas decorations. "Bobby, you are
not allowed in this clubhouse because you don't
believe in Christmas." You might say, "It is
important for all of us to learn about one another.
I bet there are same decorations used to celebrate'
Hanukkah that would look nice in the clubhouse,
too."

Clubs are very helpful during suermer programs.
This is when you may find ft helpful to familiarize
yourself with the various youth activities avail-
able to young children within yourinstallation's
recreational program. There may be well organized
scouting or 4-H clubs. There might be sper.ialized
clubs such as the Big Brothers or Sisters. Discuss
the subject of clubs with your center director.
Then.together with the direct& and other interested
parents, teachers And caregivers, get a club program
going. Jbining can be such fun.

I

While a child does test when dhe knows what to
eXpect, thiS does not mean she objects to an ele-
merit of surprise. Little surprises can be fun for
everyone. Surprises.also increase a child's aware-
ness of what is happening, With the child's atten-
tion captured you have an ideal chance to create
more interest in the event or project at hand.
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Time Surprises
When Interest

Is Low

Plan.Ahead Tb
Assure Sdccess

'Let Surprises
,Encourage
Imagination

Use Your Dan
Imagination At

An Example

Explore
Activity-Books
If You're Stuck

For Ideas

Of course, surprises should not frighten or embar-
rass any Child. It should,be something that adds
excitement and enthusiasm For ill/stance, a field

trip, if not too elaborate, sprung on the children
can make their day. However, be careful. sik sur-'

prise May not be welcome by the-children if, it
interferes with same major project or activity
which still continues to hold their enthusiasm at :
a high level. The best time Bar a surprise is when
things have been going slowly and when-the young-
sters least expect one.

Keep a few surprises up your.sleeve so you can pre-
sent one when other plans go badly. Surprises are
most effective if they are well planned. Some may
require weeks or months of planning. Planning is
necessary so you and the other caregivers know
eXactly what needs to be done when the time seems
right for the surprise. Since everyone loves a
surprise, use it as a way of adding to your school-
age program.

Surprises which encourage the imaginations of
children add a nice twist. Frequently, as children
grow they are discouraged from using their imagina-
tions. Somehow adults seem to see imaginative play
as belonging only to preschool Children. 'Too often
adults have the idea that when a child is old
enough to go to school,.education - learning .to
read, write and add'- is. all iniportant. It is
fortt'n by many that without-imagination, aChieve-
ments h the arts and sciences would be lost.

When here seems to be nothing else to do, ask'
chil en to use their imaginations. Have them make
up,a dance or song, invent a new language or tell
tall tales. If they seam shy or embarrassed at..
first, use your imagination to "break the ice."
You have one,.you know. It may have been misplaced
over the years. But if you look hard enough,
you'll find it. A terrific thing About imagination
is that it can be used without the aid of toys or
props, anyplace and anytime.

CaregiVers atone time or another look for 6Jrre,
magidal list that will te4,1'them exactly what to do
and how to do it: This is especially trde when you
feel you have exhausted,every possible fun thing
for the children:' It is not the Purpose of this.
moddle to give you all the answers and tOlutiopS.
Nothing can. You know.school-age children,like
games,..songs and jokes. They always enjoyia good
story, either one you read to them or one you make
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up. They thrive on physical activity so things
that involve their entire body are especially good
to work out the wiggles and get them more relaxed.
There are many good books at libraries which
describe appropriate activities for school-age
Children.

Be Prepared Inyour search through books imthe library do
For Boredom keep this point in mind. There will be times in

schoolr-age day care when no matter what you have
planned for the day the Chilaren will be bored.
This is most likely to happen during the long
summer vacations. Sometimes children do a great
job at creating their own boredom. Likewise, if
given time to work through their boredom, they can
create-their own-activities-of interest. So do
not think that it is always your responsibility to
find fun things for them to do. Let.them figure
out ways to end their boredom. Your only respon-
siblity during such times is to make available a
reasonable,selection of creative materials. Even
when such items are lacking, children have a mar-
velous way of creating something from nothing.

II
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BUIIDING SKILLS
IN WORKING MTh

SGIOOL-AGE Acrivrrirs

(
Some Often Asked QuestionS

And
Situations To Explore

10."

HOW DO YOU HANCLE
SCHOOL-AGERS' DISAG4EE2.ENTS?

$ A

Sdhool-age children love to be a part of a gioup. They like long, involved
projects that can last for days or weeks. They enjoy planning and forming
clubs. Secret passwo/es, meetings and fixing pp a clubhouse are all part
of the fun with clbbs. They like ccupetitive games like kiCkball, baseball
and relay races outside. jnside table games like Checkers, Chess and cards
are fun, poo. But these interests can lead to hurtfterlings and fierce
competition. ClUbs often exclude some Children so they feel left out or
unliked. The desire to win a game can be the only thing that matters.
They seem to forget that the main thing is tO have fun. ,So Children need
the guidance of adults to help them deAl with their disagreements.

You can reduce ocupetitieci,by choosing games that do not have winners and
loders. Children enjoy working together for Vle good of all by painting
signs or making decorations for an upcoming party. When play gets too
rough call a time-out. Have the youngsters discuss the rules of the game.
Let them talk About how they feel when someone does not follow the rules.
Teach them to solve their own problems. Get them to think about the rights
and feelings of others.
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WHAT WOULD YOU
DO IF . .

Carol and Jim, both eight, are playing a game of,checkers. Carol is new to
the group and Jim has been the champion cpeckers player. Several children
are watching the game. Carol is an excellent player. She wins tmo)games of
checkers. Jim throws the dheckers down and leaves the table in tears. What
can you do to help Jim?-

A. Tell Jim that he must learn to be a good loser.
Explain that he cannot expect to be "the best"
in everything. Ask_him to congratulate Carol.

B. Have, Carol gobver to Jim and 'ask him to play
Checkers again. Tell her to let Jirn4win this
time so he won't feel so bad about lesing the
first two games.

C. Tell Jim you think he is a good player. Encour-
age him to play Checkers with Carol again.
Suggest that he watch her moves so he can learn
fram her.

Answers On Bottom
of Page
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Your group of school-age chileri is playing kickball outside. You.see
some of the older children krxDdng down the six and seven year olds. You
realize that someone is going to et hurt if something is not done. What

..action would you take?

A. do over to the group and stop the game for a
mcment. Tell the children things are getting
boo rough and someone might get hurt. Explain
that those who continue to play roughly will
have to leave the,game.

B. Stop the game. Tell the children to,go play
sompplace'else. Let them know there will be no
more kickball for the rest of the day. Say
that maybe tomoirrow they can try kickball
again.

C. Stop the game. Ask the children who were play-
ing roughly to go sit down ahd think about
their actions. Tell the other children if they
play roughly the same thing will happen to -

them.

Answers From Choice A is not the best solution. Jim doesn't
Previous Page need to hear he is a loser. Also he will not want

t9 congratulate Carol. He needs a chance to recover
from crying and losing the game.

ChOice B is not wise. It is unfair to Carol ssnce
she is a good player. It is also unfair to Jim who
would be more embarrassed if he learned that Carol
was letting him win.

Choice C is a good idea.I You are letting Jim know
he still is.a good player. You also are encourag-
ing him to-continue to play checkers and learn more
moves. Jim and Carol both are helped by this
choice.
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Letlie is playing a qard game, "Go Fish," and refuses to follow the rules.
When someone asks for a card in her hand, t e won't give it to them.
The other children complain to you. 4'What could 7ou do?

A. Listen to what the children have to say. Then
tell Leslie that ,ither she follous the rules

game or she-can+t-play.

B. Stand by the game and watch. If Leslie doesn t
follow the rules, tell her to stop and make her
play the game the right wty.

C. Encourage the children to tell Leslie what
might happen if she doesn't follow the rules of
the game. AsksLeslie's opinion, too.

Answers From Choice A is the best solution,because in an active
Previous Page game things can get too rough without chiZdren

realizing it. Stopping the game and slowing the
children down should heZp. If not, you have Zet
them know what will happen if things get.too rough
again.

Choice B is not fair because you have given the
children no warning about what will happen if they
play too roughly. You are not giving them a fair
chance to improve.

Choice C is not the best answer because again you
are not explaining how you want the chiZdren to
play the game. The children who have,to sit down
would be resentful and angry.



Jacob takes pride in being a "good" boy by doing the right thing. He is

not fair. How can you help dacob?
always tellin4ybu about the things other children ido that he thinks are

A. Tell-Jacob that flou are happy that he is such
a'"good" boy but he should not tattle on the
other children. They won't like him anymore.

B. Tell Jacob that it is.true that some people are
not very fair Explain that you do your_best
to.help everyone be fair. However, he ne;eas to
accept the fact that sometimes unfair things
still happen.

C. Tell Jacob that he is being a tattle-tale and
you don't like tattle-tales. Say that he
should mind his own business and take care of
hinself.

Answers From Choice A will not help much. You are encouraging
Previous Page tattling by handling the situation yourself instead

of helping the other children learn to 'handle it.

Choice B is not the best choice. It is taking up
lot of your time and not helping Leslie. and the

(......51er children solve their own problems.

Choice C is the best solution.. You are helping the
children think of a plan of action to get Leslie to
fbllow the rules. You are having them tell Leslie,
what might happen if she doesn't. This'encourages
them to solve the problem themselees rather than
always tattling and e=pecting you to-liOlve it.
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Lois, Ruth and Janet are very good friends and tend to ekclude other chil-
dren. Sue wants to play house with them. They tell her she can't play
because she isn't in their club. Sue feels bad and you think the three
girls are being unfair. What would be most fair to all concerned?

A. Tell the girls they must let Sue play with
them. Otherwise they will have &get out of
the housekeeping area. Tell them Sue is a nite

r, girl and they shouldn't be mean to her.

B. Explain that there is roam for five people in
the ho,psekeeping area so anyone who wants to
play there can. Say if they want to have a
club for'just the three of them, they will have
to go someplace else.

C. Encourage Sue to play with some other children
in the crafts area. Tell her that the three
girls are being mean. She should just ignore
them by playing elsewhere.

'Answers From
Previous Page

Choice A will not stop the tattling. Jacob really
ss more interested in your attention. He wants you
tO notice what a "good" toy he is. He probably
doesn't care what the other children think.

ChOice B is the best response. You are not calling
Jacob a tattle-tale. You are explaining that you
are in charge of taking care of the children so he
doesn't have to do this,

Choice C is not a wise response. You will hurt
Jacob's feelings by scolding him for doing some-
thing he feels is helpful. Jacob still will be
conAsed about your reasons.

.
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Jerry and Franehave made up their own secret language. Other children
feel left out and are bothered by this secrecy. lihat would you do?

A. Say, "Boys, I know -it's fun to have your own
special language,.but it is bothering the
others. Unless you include them you cannot use
your secret language at all."

B. Tell the other children to ignore Jerry and
Frank when they use their secret language.
Suggest they make up a new language themselves.

C. Say, "Jerry and Frank, 1,\ou may not use your
secret language at the center. If you doI'll
have to call Your Parents and ask them to talk
to you."

Answers From Choice A is not a good idea. Ptcnibhing the three
Previous Page girls by not allowing them to play will make them

angry. Then they will take their anger out,on Sue.

Choice B is a good way to handZe this fituation.
You are letting the three girls know that if they
want to be exclusive' and only play with each other,
they will have to find someplace eZse to play sine
the housekeeping area has room for more than thre
children. They do not own it.

Choice C is not the best response because Sue is
being kept oyie of the housekpeping area. But it

important io realize thahe three girls hav
aI right to choose who they want to play with eve

you don't like it.
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Answers From Choice A is not the best response. It is natural
Previous Page for children to have a secret code or language.

Telling them thdt they cannot use t e secret lan-
guage is not realistic and cannot b erifbrced.

Choice B is the beSt solution. If n one pays
attention to them, they will get bore and give it.
up or begin to share it wlth the other hildren.

Choice C is not goodeither. It will only mak('
the boys angry. They,probably will use their
language even more. Calling their parents over
something like this would not be very useful. It-
is not a good idea to bother parents with such
behavior unlese it gets out of control.
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H34 DOiS YOUR BEHAVIOR

I
AFFECT SCHDOL-AGE CHILDREN? 2 c

f"-

BE AWARE OF THE WAYS YOU BEHAVE

Recognize How Helping children develop a good opinion' about
Important You Are themselves is as much a part of your job as a
To Young Children caregiver as it is for the parent or teacher.4How

child sees himself is made up of all the be 'efs
and attitudes he has about himself and which you'
and,others have about him. The picture"he'paints
ofilimself-actually determines who he.is, what he
thinks, what he.does'and eventually., what he will
become. His self-concept is not inherited. The '

child is not born with it. 'It is leaFned:

Be Aware That By';ix a child's self-oonceptiis rather well formed.
You Can Affect A Yet there ate things you should know. Perhaps most

Child's Self-lmage important is the fact that a child'S. image of
herself can change. It is possible for just one
caregiver to`thange the child's views about herself

1 in either a good or bad way. Of course, you will
want to help the child achieve better feelings
about herielf.

Always Mention The But change is never easy. Changes in self-concept
Positive Things come About very slowly,over a lon period of time.

That You See You cannot expect results overnig t. Getting to
the.very heart of a child's beliefs About hiMself
is most,critical even though they are the hardest
to change;..Helping a troublemaker to see hitself
as kind and gentle at times is a big step in
creating Change. Every experience you have with
the child has an effect on his self-image. That is
why-even little compliments honestly given or
simply'calling a child by name can help achieve
positive feelings about oneselfas an individual:.
You cart further help a child by pointing out the
things can do well. Relate his achievements
today those ofLearlier days. This enOburages
feelizigs of being capable and worthwhile. At times
you might feel you cannot see any good things to 1

comment on., Even theMtiy to think of things such
as, "You always try your best," "I sure appreciate
yo being courteous," "You sure got that cleaned
up t" or "1 could see you were very angry but
you did a good job of controlling your temper."
Trying to emphasize the positive is not as eay as
you might thinkinaIt seems far easier to say gs
like "Don't do t," "Can't you be nice for once
in your life" or "Okay, I've had just about enough

-of this nonsense.".



Encourage
Responsibility
And Openness

Expect A Child's
Self-Image To

Affect Interest
In Learning

Make
Establishing Trust

A, Major Gbal

Treat-Young
Children With

, Respect

Really Listma,
To:inhat

They Say

Let school-age children become involved in the
actual planning, selection and setting up.of their
environment and activities. You need not,always
control them or the events in their lives with an
iron hand. Children should be included in dis-
:Cussions about the mood of a roam, tbo. Do not be

afraid t.q sit down with them and freely talk about
things such as cooperation and competition, trust
and fears and honesty and dishonesty. Accept each
child's i0eag without judging her or her thoughts.
Keep a positive attitude about,each child. Let her
kndw you believe she can do it. Be a friend to
each child. And be a good listener.

As a child's self-concept grprs from bad to good,
sdgces his learning. d who feelS he is a
valuable human being.- not just to others but to
himself, too - will naturally learn more easily.
He will be encouraged to reach out, to explore, to
question and finally to succeed on his own and.in a N.
positive way.

Creating a relationship that'inclwies trust and
openness must be a large part of-your efforts'to
improve a child's self-concept. Trusting is a
major event in child growth and development - nOt
'just trusting in'others, but in oneself as well.
Since children are often self.tphw trust is'an
important step in the developOnt of a conscience.
Thus childmimust be trusted and respected while
they learn to trust and respect otherS.

A child would describe a trusted, caring adult as a
person who sees children in a positive way. The
trusted adult is seen by youngsters as one who
treats children as worthwhile,,friendly people, not
as monsters ready to make life difficult.. Respected.
adults allow children an equal itty in the making of
decisions that will affect them directly. Such
adults Also have the ability to see things from a
child's point of view.

It has been suggested that being sensitive to what
children say - being a gOod listener - is a neces-
sary trait that caring adults.possess. Trying to
make the childIthink.you are listening with an
occasional "Okay" or "I guess" will not do. You
must really listen - not st with your ears bqt
with your mind arld heart as well. 'One thing ie
certain. Children know when you are faking it.
When your mind is off somewhere else, you cannot

fool them. If you try you will lose them and they
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Listen Without
Making Judgments

Learn This
Technique For
Talking With

Children

will stop trying to talk to you. If you truly
believe'this then you will not find yourself
rejected as edisinterested adult.

I.
TO be an effective listener you must stop what you
are doing. Be calm and sit still. Make eye con-
tact with the child. Tut your arm around her or
hold her hand. Do whatever makes you and the child
most comfortable. The best kind of listener is one
whd can hear a child out without placing values or
judgNents on what the child says. You should not
give the child solutions to her problems. This is
seldom successful. "I told you so" is probably the
worst thing you could say.\ When you do say some-
thing to her, simply try to reflect back to the

ild what it is you think she is trying to say.
this way she stands a better chance of under-

-standing her own feelings. Consider the following,
example..

"Terry, it sounds Zike it's been a long day for
you."

"I guess."

"School kind of ig you down?"

"That Mr. 'Foster, he sur is dumb."

Foster, is he your teachert

"Ya, and he doesn't know what he is talking about.
I took the Aardest subject fbr my science report .
and he told me to do it over again."

"I wonder why he would do that?" 4

"ge says I am not working up to my best. I spent
more time on my report than anybody else in the
class. 'Boy, is, he ever crazy!"

"You spent a Icing time on it?"

"Well, it took me a whole week.",

"Mdybe A(r. Foster dbes not knoWThow hard the sub-
ject was for you. Perhaps he dbes not know how
long you spent on it."

."1. might have worked only one or two nights on it,
but that was long emough."

4
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Even in this short piece,you can see how the child

is beginning to better understand and accept him-

self. He also is learning to deal with his con-

science. So the next time a child wants to talk,

practice being a good listener.

Try TO Be, By naw you know-that a school-age child likes an

IL Falr, Helpful And adult who is a good listener, who enjoys being with

Considerate children and whdallaws a youngster to make same of
her own decisions. But shealso likes an adult who
is fair, who gives help when needed, who doed not
get mad, all the time and who is happy, kind and
considerate. Now you may say, Nell, she doesn't
ask for much, does she?" Actually, she doesn't.
*She probably asks for far less than many adults ask
of her.

Avoid Belittling Tb overprotect or belittle a child may make him

Or Overprotecting think there is no way he can gain your approval.

Children, When a child begins to have doubts About his
Abilities and value as an individual, he will show
you how he feels through his behavior. He will no
longer want to please you by being friendly or

helpful. Instead, he will do just the opposite
just to te noticed rather than ignored. A child
who resorts to less acceptable, behavior is a child
who feels discouraged.

Let Children Believe in the child's right to her own vievis. Let

Express Their Own her express her views freely. NOt pressuring a
\Z) Views Freely child to see things your way makes it more likely

'that she will see things as you do, especially if
you are right. Give the child credit for being
able to think for herself. Learn to see the child
as a unique persaq who since birth asks nothing
more from you thali you do fLcuther. Simply stated
she asks for understanding, love and acceptance.

HET CLEAR LIMITS AND BE CONSISTENT

Set Reasonable Encouragement is important in childhood. It gives

er_ Limits And Offer a child greater confidence.. Encourage children to

Encouragement act and think for themselves. Encourage them to'

try new things, Set .reasonable limits that the
child can live up to. For instance', do not expect

a six year old to sit'still without making a *sound
while you explain the rules to a new game. That

-would be like asking fidh to,stop swimming.

a
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Make.Sure Your
Behavior Sets A.

Good Ex=ple

Redpect Yourself
By Being Consistent

With Limits

Let Ybung Children
Know What Is

Expected

Change A Limit
If You Need To

0

Recognize The
Importance Of Limits

For Developaent

Learn to be consistent. Children'do not'trupt
adults whose behavior they cannot predict. Accep-.
tance of children and their behavior with words is
not enough. Caregivers must dhow acceptance not by
word but by deed. no as I say not as I de does
not set a good example for children too follcw.
Child pays more attention to adult action than
adult words. So your example is one of the stron-
gest influences you have in helping a child achieve
a more positive self-concept. If you want a child
to share, yolimust be willing to share with the'
child. If you want a child bib be calm, you must
be calm, too.

Respect yourself as well as the child. Caregivers
who let sthool-age children boss adults or gen-
erally have their way all 4.1e timelnave little
self-respect. In Addition, such caregivers have
little respect for others. So give children
chances to make decisions and choices, but within
the limits you must set.

Do not be afraid to set limits, thinking the
children will not like you. Everyone needs limits -
from the tiny infant to the aging adult. You need
to know the speed limit on the. road. You need to
know what will happen if You are'late to work. It
would be impossible for anyone-to work or play

, happily without knowing exactly what is expected. .

We all need and want limits of some kind or another.

When you are able to justify a limit; in your own
mind, explain.your reasons to th6-6hildren. If the
limit is reabnable it will become clear to you as
you talk witlji the Children. You have the right and
certainly an obligation to make changes in the
limit if yo feel that a change is needed. In
following tese simple steps, you and the chil en
can achieve a better understanding of ape another.-

Even people who work for themselves need some kind
of guidelines such as government laws and regula-
tions they must follow. So why should we think
children Would *be any different? They are not. In
fact, their needs are greater than an adult's,
They do It)ot have the emotional control or the years
of expeigience needed to be in total control of
their lives. Rules or:.limitations are so important
to children that when caregivers_fail to define
them, the children will create their own. Limits
not only tell others what is expected of them but

they also help children:to became more sensitive to
the needs of others.
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Be Honest In
Your Reactions To

Children's BehaVior

Keep Rules
Simple

Help Children
Learn To Set

Their Own Limits

When a Child finds a certain behavior of his hurts

others, he may put limits on his own behavior, 1

This is surely a sign that the young boy is groWing
up. Sudh self-imposed limits are the very best

kind. It comes from within the dhild's own con-

science. NO one has forced the dhild to control

his actions'. You can help by being honest. If he

does something which hurts you or offends you, say
so. Let him know your true feelings. A Child can
relaie to feelings expressed honestly and openly
much more than to fake ones. Covering up your

feelings is not good for anyone.

Avoid giving children long lists of rules or direc=
tions. If children are playing a game, your
explanation to be careful will go over much better
if you keep it simple. "NOw, sometimes this garr

gets a little rough when you do not follow the
,rules. So remember, the purpose of a game is for
people to have a good time. If someone gets hurt ,adir,
because yod did'not follow,a rule, then the game igw'
no longer fun." Giving a long list of rules suoh
as, "Rule 1: We do not Shove in line. Rule 2: We
do not make fun.of others. Rule 3: We do not talk

when others are talking. Rule 4: We do not take

our turn out-of-turn. Rule 5: We do not..." and
the list goes on and on. You would be wasting your
breath. yere again, give the dhildren credit for
being Able to know Bor themselves how to play so
evexyone-will have a good time. You only heed to
stand by and observe, offering guidance as needed.

, After an experience is over bring the group togeth
er. Discuss the fun things and the not,-so-fun
things that might have happened. Have the children
come up with ways that the project or game could be
better the next time Around. ,In this way they will
grow by learning_and your job will be easier.- You,.
will find yourself having to set fewer and fewer
limits and the children will be Able to set more of
their own. s

Only in this way can children see the results of
their behavior. They learn that everyone is ,

happier whom sulei are followed. They come to know
the good feelings people can have When a good time
is shared by others. Also, they discover a new
sense of achievement in having been a member of a

cooperative group effort. And ali this finally
leads children to develop abilities to make sound

decisions. That is something they can use the rest
of their livleg.

Talk About
The Impact Of

Different Behaviors
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BE POSITIVE WITH CHILDREN

Saying things in a positive way gets better results and protects a
child's self-image, too. For example, rather than saying., "Don't
hit him again," you might try, "Keep your hands to your sides."
Below each statement write a more positive way of saying the same
thing:

1. "If you keep interrupting me you won't get a turn."

2. "I told pau you'd have to leave the game if you don't stop
tripping othexs."

3. "If you won't stoprieasing no one will like you anymore."

4. "If these tables-and chairs aren't put back where they belong
. this will be the last time I will let you play with them."

5. "A11 of you stop talking. If I have to warn you one more time
we just won't do this." '

NOW.TURN THE PAGE
AND SEE HOW OUR IDEAS COMPARE WITH YOURS .

clb
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OUR ANSWERS

1. "If you let me continue working an this then everyone will.get
a turn sooner."

2. "Please keep your feet out of the way so you dan stay in the
game."

3. "If youlitease others they may choose to play with someone elS'e."j

4. "Let's get these iables and chairs put back where they belong so
theytll be there when you want to play with them again."

5. "It is mmportant for all of you to listen carefully so you will
.know how to do this."

Ara.11,
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STRESS THE POSITIVE THINGS THAT YOU SEE

Don't Focus On,
Mistakes And Avoid
Comparing Plildren

Help Them DeveloP
Their Own Sense

Of Fair Play

Encourage
Consideration For

The Feelinls Of
Others

Help Them Identify
The Things That

They Value

Let Them Share
Their Opinions

In A Group

You can further encourage feelings of confidence if
ybu downplay a child's mistakes. Bring-attention
to the things the youngster does right. Avoid
comparing one child to another. Always remember
that a few days-of making a child feel good about
herself can go a long way in helping her overcone
feelings of failure and Unworthiness.

As a caregiver you should know,that being obedient
and respecting other children is much more diffi-
cult for a child than being obedientAnd showing
respect for you as an adult. Yet actil)e playing or
working with others is very necessary too help the
child develop a conscience that knowsright from
wrong, good from bad. This often is called "moral
responsibility." Parents, teachers and caregivers
should share in helping children develop and accept
their moral obligations.

Just as a child is,,born to learn self-concept, so
is she born to learn how to treat other people.
She does not arrive in this life knowing how to be .

kind, gentle or considerate. She must.be taught
these things. The older a Child becomes the more
aware she should be of your needs and the needs of
others. Ifyou are always attending to her needs
or to your own, the child does not learn how to
relate to others. Only.when a fair balance is
achieved with some of every person's needs being
met _does the child learn how to give,of herself for
the enjoyment of all.

You cannot teach values such as kindness, generosity
and honesty by telling the child theseare important
things f9r him to learn. You can point out your,
values ut you have no right to expect the child to
as your values. r You can help the child identify
tho things which are most important to,him so he
can mke deasions based upon his values. The
younger a;xhild is when he learns).-this process the
better he will be'at making decisions arid accepting
moral responsibility. P

You can help a,child define his own setof values
by discussing major moral issues. Bring children'
together and ask them tb tell you how they feel
about cheating, lying, stealing or fighting, Ask
them to.talk about things that frighten them. Have
them tell You what it means to be different and how
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it feels. Ask them to define a friend. These and

many other topics, when discussed in a group set-
ting, tell children much about their own values and
the values of others.

ENCOURAGE CHOICES AND SUPPORT DIFFERENCES

Encourage All
Youngsters To Try

Everything

Let Interest
NOt Sex Guide

Children's Play

Make Children Aware
Of Many Possibilities

Encourage Choice
And Support,

.Variety

Building a good self-image in a child requires a
commitment,by caregivers to free the child to
become whatever he or she wants to be regardless of
sex. Caregivers should refrain frdm discouraging a
child by suggesting any one job is for men or for
women only. Yodr awareness of equal opportunity
forboys and girls is an everYday job. It means
more than girls playing with trucks and boys, with
dolls. It is more than noe saying, "Big boyi don't
cry" or "Girls are nice as sugar and spice." It is

a way of thinking and feeling. It is a true belief
that boys and girls can become anything they desire.

ue girls to playlaaseball'*with the boys and
boys to Istwk with the girls if they are interested.
Recognize the fact that a baseball bat,or an egg-
beater is not designed to be used by only male or
female hands. ,Ihis kind of freedJm does not allow
N1 boy to be lOtid or messy just because he is a boy
or a girl to be quiet or neat because she is a
girl. It allows any child to lad lOpmiqglessy, quiet
or neat as the cirCumstances deMaiid...-v The child's

sex should have nothing to do with it.

If a child goes through a stage, such as a girl
wanting to wear skirts and dresses and other
"girlish" things, go along with her. However, help
her by asking her to notice the different styles of
clothes worn by wcmen,around her. Ask her if she
feels these clothes make her'a different person
than when she wears a shirt and a pair of jeans.
Do the same with boys. Discuss why same men prefer
their hair short, others like it long. POint out
women doctors and male nurses, female jockeYs,
soldiers and auto mechanics and male cookL, child
caregivers and ballet dancers.

Since boys are children's bools of play, let them
use their imaginations to play one role Or another.
If a young girl is able to pretend she is a carpen-
ter she stands a better chance of becoming one

later in life. Present children with as many

choices as possible. Then let them make up their
own.minds according to their interests and talents,

not theiz sex..
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Watch For
Language That

Shows Prejudice

Respect A Child's
Need TO Spend

Time Alone

Expadt Individual
Differences

,a aware of whether you approach boys and girls
differently. Are you mqte abrupt and'physical
around boys and more quiet.and reserved around
girls? If'so, then you are encouraging a hidden
-kind of sex prejudice. Watch your choice of words.

/ Try substituting phrases foethe word ."man." Some
exampleS might be firefighter for fireman, polide
officer for policeman or postal worker for postman.
Use "it" instead of "he" for an animal or "she" for
a car or boat. Children learn about themselves
froth the words they hear. A good self-image
develops out of a positive vocabulary. IfT6u want
to help boys and girls grow up respecting one

another, you must stop using language that enco6r-
ages sex prejudices.

A child's Ability to develop a positive self-
concept requires some time to be alone. A child's
need and right bo privacy is samething that care-
givers should not ignore. A Child who comes bo the
child care center before and-after school and all
day during vacation periods may have a greater need
for privady than a lot of children. While each of
us needs and wants bo be a part of a group, one can
get too mudh "togetherness."

Parents, teachers and caregivers frequently worry
about a child who seeks out moments and/or places
to be alone. Such a child is quickly labeled a
loner or he is seen as being bored with life. In
reality he may just need some time to himself. A
child may be seeking peace andtioNiet, a few minutes
to think or dream without interruption. People
have differing needs Bor privacy. Only when a
child seldom plays with others or-cannotand
being without someone should there be caute for
concern.

BE REALISTIC IN WHAT YOU EXPECT

Help Children
,Identify, Behavior

That Leads To
.Conflict

NO matter how hard you try to keep children happy
all the time, there are going to be moments of
conflict. Life would not be normal if children
were never upset, angry or sad. Your task as a '
caregiver is to help children solve their conflicts.
Many times adults make "mountains out of molehills."
They overreact. You are most helpful,during con-
flicts if you can identify the behaviors that need
attention and those that don't. Also identifying
normal from not-so-normal behavior is wise.
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Give Then A Chance
To SotVe Things

Themselves.

Be Firm And Gentle
And Keep A Gcod
Sense Of Humor

Speak Positively
About Lmportant
Adults In Their

Lives

Make Each Child
Feel Lmportant

And Special

Let Your Voice
And Your Manner

Show You Care

The child care center is a child's world. SchOol-

age children, want to skip, sing, yell, whistle, run

and, yes, fight. Yet many oonflicts,would be over
in a few minutes if adults would not get involved.
Give them a chance to solve their own problems.

If a child is in conflict with you, perhaps yo
could suggest sheFdo half of what she wants
half of what you want. Of course, in cases
safety and fairness to others, you will need/to
handle the child in a firm yet gentle manner.
Strong-arM tactics or threats will only e

matters worse. If you can keep a positi attitude
toward the child through all of this, you will have
sugceeded in taking a most important step in help-
ing the child resolve her problems. A cod sense
of humor will help you, too. Schoq=agechildren
like adults who enjoy a good joke and'can laugh,

fr

especially at themselves.

Do not speak unfavorably of the child's parents or
teacher in front of a child. The child does not
need to hear your complaints or criticisms about
the other important adults in his/life. After all,
your opinions are uniquely yours/and so are better
kept to yourself. if you do mOte any comments
about other people the child likes, keep them
positive. This helps bald a/good self-image in
the child. It also strengthens your belaticnship
with the parents, the schaol'and finally the
child. If the child sees the important adults in
his life in conflict with one another it results in
conflicts for him in a very personal way. NO child
should be'asked to deAl with that.

Do not forget the inportance of heZZos and gooObyes
at the center. A caregiver should be at the door
to greet every child who arrives. Also, someone
should be there to say goodbye as the child leaves.
Wish him a good day at .school or a safe journey
home. Such behavior tals the child that you care.
Call him by his first name. Find out if he has a
particularname he prefers you to use. The school-
age child develops his own perferences and names
are no exception. By all means learn how to
pronounce both his first and last names correctly.

The bone of your voice or the expression on your
face tells a child if you are really glad to see
her. As the child comes and goes use this time to
share special moments with her. Ask her what plans
she has for the evening or what goodies she has
tucked away in her lunch box for lunch at school

today. These are the kinds of everyday behavior
which reasSure a child that you do care.
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WHAT DOES YOUR BEHAVIOR SAY TO CHILDREN?

SaMetimes it is hard to see ourselties as children see us. It also 7

s a lot of practice to react in a positive way to their behav-
iors. However, as you can see, adults who work with young children
need to be aware of how their behaviors might affect a child's
selflimacy. The two lists below describe adult attitudes or behav-
iors. Th: Columnlists some qualities that discourage children
from d-,7 mpingiinto trustworthy, respected and caring adults. The
"B" Column lists qualities or behaviors that encourage children in
these areas. Look at bothoolumns carefully. Draw a circle around
the items in each list which you think describe you.

,Column A Column B

rejecting

suspicious

belittling

critical

authoritarian

nagging

overotective

discouraging independence

encouraging extreMe 4onfórxnity

controlling /

punishing

unaccepting

rewarding fearful behavior

Lacking a positive self-concept

rigid

showing affection

firm (withotit overpowering),

consistent

happy

considerate

patient

trusting

accepting

being' a good listener

relaxed

=derccratic

fair

respecting self and others

giving of self freely

setting a good example* '.

Now, look at Column A. Nbte the,things you circled. Start bodair,to

eliminate these behaviors, one by one; fram the list. In Column B
make note of the things you did not circle. Begin to add these
behaviors one at a tine to the list. Make it a habit and see what
kinds of changes you are able to make,in your own self-concept.

*Adapted from Re ponsibility And Morality - Helping Children

Become Responsible An Morally Mature, L. C. Jensen & K. M. Hughston,

Provo, Utah: Brigham oung University Press, 1979, p. 35.
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BUILDING SKILLS
`IN SUPPORTING

SELF-CCWIDENCE

. . Sore Often Asked Questions'

And
Situations To Explore

HCW 1:0 YOU HANDLE SITUATIONS

IN A POSTIVE WAY?

While school-age,dhildren do not need as much help in meeting their
cal needs, they do need help in meeting their social and emotional needs.
They need to know that you care for them. They need to know you are will;

ing to listen to what they have to say. By listening-you make them feel

that what they have to day it worthwhile.1 TO this age group it is very
important that you are fair. Be sure that the rules and limits you set
apply to all of them. Also. makethe list of rules as short, simple and
positive as possible. In working with the school-age group you will need
patience, cheerfulness and an appreciation'of their humor and imagination.

4
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WHAT WOULD YOU
DO IF . . .

Juan is'p1aying in the hdUsekeepimg-area. He is rocking a dc11.-#Sore
the other boys begin to tease him about being a sissy and a girl-lover.
Juan is upset and doesn't kncw what to do. What do you say?

A. "Juan, it's okay to play with dolls. Ddn:t pay

any attention to .the other boys." Then ask the
Other boys to leave Juan alone.

B. "JuAn, while it's okay to play with dolls,
it's better for boys to play with other things.
Why don't you play with the other bos,over
there?"

C. "You know, boys, dads rock babies so It is okay
for boys to play in the housekeeping area.
Anyone can viday in all areas of the center because
there are no.all-bcy or all-girl dreas here."

Nc

Answers On Bottom
Of Next Page

A
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Anna is angry because you will not allow her to run through the block,area.
She yells, "You are dumb. You can't tell me what to-do." How, woad you
respond? Say4

A.' "Anna, 'I don't have to listen to that kind of,
talk Npw go sit in the time,out
you are rdady to say you are sorry."

B. "Anna, I,know you are mad at me, 'but in this
center ekieryone follows the rules.' that
Tludes

C. "Anna, if you don''.t 'obey me, I'm going.to call
your.parents. What I say goes in this centerILL
Don't forget it."

Answers From, Choice A is not the best response. It does not
Previous Page heZp Juan to fee better or to deal with the other

boys' ideas of 0 it boys should,do.

4

I

Ch6ice B. is not good. It makes Juan feel that it
probably is wrong for boys to play in the housekeep-
ing are

Choice is the best solionl....It helps everyone
to see that imocking dollr "is practice for being a
father. It also gives you a chance to let- the'
children know that there'are no all-boy or all-giril
areas aethe center.

/ 44
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Another staff _member is talking with a group of Children about what they can
do next. He says, "You can go outside and pday in the rain. Or you can
stay inside where it's dry and'play with all the new toys we have. If
you decide to go outside youwill have to stay out. NO running back and
forth because you are cold and wet." Is there a better wa-Y to handle this
situation?

A. Yes. When you want to give children a choice,
you should not make one Choice seem better than
another. The staff member is not giving a
Choice but cnly making it seem that way.

B. NO. If it seems best that the Children stay in,
then you should make that seam the best Choice
for the Children to make. Sometimes Children
need help in making Choices.

C. Yes. Give the Children more Choices than just
those two and then allow them to do whatever
they Choose to do. Limiting Choices.limits
learning.

Answers ,From

Previous Page
Choi A is a poor choice. You are setting up a
power ruggle. Anna may not go sit in the time-out
chair. Then you are fbrced to make her go. Even if
she doe sit in the chair, she certainly won't be
sincere in saying she's sorry if she is willing to
gay it at all.

Choi'Ce B is the best idea. You are telling Anna 'You
know she is mad at you. But you still expect her to
follow the rules. She is trying to invoZve you in a
power itiNggle. Be firmLbut calm.

Choice C is not the best response. You are being

,1
weak. By threatening to caZZ her parents, she knows
you 5 n't handZe her. She wilZ continue to chal-
-lenge you_ '

.V

k i
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Answers From Choice A is best. In this situation the staff mem-
Previous Page ber really was not giving the children a choice and

this was not fair to them. If ha really felt the
children should stay.in, he -should not have offered
it as a choice.

4.

Ch;ice B is not true decision making. While chil-
dren may need help in making a decision, they will
not Zearn to do so by being coaxed into the care-
giver's choice. Ifyou want childish to learn to
make decisions give them a real set of choices from
which to choose.

Choice C will not work. If children have too ',my
choices they Will hot be able to make any decision.
When first helping children to make decisions, it'
is best to limit the choices to tyo or three.

14,
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HMCLE TIOUR FEELINGII?

BE SENSITIVE TO AND ACCEPT FEELINGS

Recogniie,That
Many Feelings

Are New

Encoura0e Growth

. BY Show 41g Concern

Let 'Them Know

That Fear Is
NOrmal

Listen TO Their'
Worries And Take
Them Seriously

70.

Be Aware Of
The Kinds Of Things

They Fear

School-age care can do a great deal to help a child
handle his feelings. Many behaviors occur because
the youngster is struggling with difficult situa-
tions or sensitive moments in growingrup.. Many of
these feelings confuse, frustrate or frighten him.

As a caregiver, give a child tasks that she is
willing to accept. Recognize her right and n
for greater independence. Support her in her
efforts.to grow up. Encourage self-confiden
Remember, sometimes all it takes is one caring
adult to help a.child handle her doubts or fears.

Some feelings of fear are useful and necessary.
Let the school-age child know this. Since the
adult world all too often admires courageous, brave
acts, a child gets the idea that fear is bad. A
young child may do crazy, dangerous'things trying
to prove he is not afraid. So encourage a child.to
accept his fear as normal: Relate grown-up fears
to him so he knows everyone has fears. Shaw how
fear can be helpful in some cases yet not so help-
ful in others. Since fears are learned, a care,.
giver has control over many situations that cause
fear in a child. You have the experience to oVei-
come many of your fears. The child does not. You
can and should pass on these experiences to the
child.

WOrries are fears of what a child thinks will
happen. Sometimes a child worries about things for
a good reason. If she was once bitten by a dog,
she may be afraid of dogs. But sudh a fear can
become so strong that she is never able to be near
any animal without being overwhelmed with fear.
This is not good for her. Your .1(3tie and under-
standing can lessen the fear. The child should not
be scolded or teated. Do not think the fear will
pass on its own as the child grows. Some fears can
and do have long-lasting results. So your help is
needed.

The schcol-age child fears many different kinds of
things. He may fear a parent's sudden illness or
long-term military service away from home. Separa-
tion is just as real a threat to the school-age
chile 'as it is to a younger child. The older he
gets.the more he is aware of the many things that
can occur in Oeryday life. An auto accident can
cause injury and a long stay in the hospital.
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Whatever it may be, he is all too aware.of'what
happen sometimes without warning. Be sensitive 0

his grouing,concerns. Be there to offer advice,

give a hug or simply listen.

Be Sensitive To Moving can cause fear in a chiid. She ray have a

Fears Of The hard time leaving one home and school in which she
a"

Unfamiliar feels comfortable and accepted. Leaving close

friends, teachers and familiar neighbors is not
always easy for her. She may imagine the worst
about the new place. Starting all over again is a

.very real fear for her.

Find Ways TO Help As a caregiver yOu can help the child make a smooth,
Children Feel happy move. Give him a little more attention at

Comfortable first. Watch to see that he is accepted by the
group. It is important diet he finds the center a
friendly, exciting place ta be. Find out what
kinds of things interest him. Show him some of the
activities the other children are doing which he
would like. .By taking a few, simple steps you can
make the move easier.

Be Aware Of The school-age child fears not being popular. The

The Fear Of outgoing child will have no problems making new
Not Being Liked friends. Houever, the shy, timid child often does.

She should not be pushed into friendships. In
group care you can best help her by being a friend
yourself. Once she feels at ease with you she is
more likely to look around for-friendship fram
others.

Teach About This may take time and patience on your part. Ye
Friendship By there is, no other way to help a child overcome his

Being A Friend shyness. Once he is sure he is liked by you he is
secure enough to reach out for others. Sometimes
instead of being shy a child may turn to being a
show-off. This child has,the same insecure feel-
ings as the shy child. The same approach is advised
here, too. Shaw the child you like and accept him.
Gradually his need to show off will disappear.

Note That Going SchOol itself can frighten a child. Most everyone
To School Can knous the fear and excitement of the-beginning of

Be Scary school for the first grader. But some doubts about
starting any new year of school with a new teacher,
classroom and friends worries most every child.
Stories are heard about haw mean a particular
teacher is or how, hard the work is in.the next
grade. So a child develops fears, RecogniZe haw
*portant it is when a child goes bp-school. Take
an active interest in what she tells you when she
comes to the center. Be a gd listener. Give her
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a chance to 'talk about how she feels about sdhool
.and"what goes on there.

Be Sensitive To A Child may fear competition in school- There is
The Effects Of competition between boys and girls, among boys and_

Competition girls, between classroomp, schools, families,
cities and nations. It never stops. A child can
take only so much of this before his very right to
be who he wants to be is taken from him.

Find Wayt To
Reduce That Need

To C9nPete

As a caregiver in the Child care center you can do
your part to help reduce the Child's fear of compe-
tition. Do not encourage the playing of organized
games and sports that produce winners and losers.
The Child gets enough of that outside the center.
Instead, get the child into projects which do
something besides make her feel competitve. Allow
a Child to just play for the sake of playing. Give
her a chance to do something for the fun of doing
it. There is nothing wrong with that.

Make Having Fun This does not mean never allowing relay races or
he Main Point baseball games. But it does mean keeping such

Of he Game activities to a minimum. Even some typical team
sports can be Changed so they are less competitive.
Baseball can be played without teams. Batters,
pitchers and fielders can be rotated so everyone
has a Chance. When the batter finishes batting he
becomes the pitcher. The pitcher becomes the first
basemaa, the first baseman the right outfielder and
so on. Balls are thrown, hit and caught for the
fun of it. No one keeps score. When you cannot
avoid competition, stress competition with self%
Encourage a child to keep track of how, wi'th practice,
he is Able to catch more flies or hit more pitches
than the last time.

Avoid Creating
Losers When

There Are None

Make it easy for a dhild to enter and leave activi-
ties.,,Then she does not feel like a loser if she
takes time out to rest because she is tired or
moves to something else because she is bored. Not
every dhild is as interested in winning and losing
as are many adults. As a caregiver.you need to
know that. Sometimes a child just wants to go
through life making herself and othershappy: She
does not-care one way or the other who wins or who
loses. In the end she just wants tc5 be herself.

Cu



'RECOGNIZE AN? RESPECT CULTURAL DIFFERENCES

Help TheM Learn The early school-years are important in the develop-

TO Appreciate mAnt of racial and cultural attitudes in a child.

Differences He has many conCerhs about how he and his family

compare to others. He worries About whether other

children think he is good enough to be accept2d by

them. The child should feel pride in his ownraoe'

and in his family. He must also learn to appreciate

those races and cultures whith are different from

his own.

Be Sensitive TO As she grows the child becomes more aware of jaow her

Their Attitudes family's life-style differs from others. Sometimes

she feels she is not as good as others. Or she

might think she is far better than everyone else.

In either case the child does not have a healthy

attitncle. As a result she behaves in ways that do

not respect her and her family or others and their -

families.

Take.Time to Before children can respect cultural differences you

Understand must understand how thesedifferences can affect

Cultural Values behavior. For instance noX all cultures place as

much emphasis o9 children handling their own prob-

lems. French children are not taught to fight their

awn battles. Adults-are expected to step in when

children begin to quarrel or fight. An American

child is encouraged by his family and friends to

stand up for his own rights without outside help.

When basic cultural differences of these kinds occur

they require careful responses from you.

Check Your Own NObody wants to how favor to one-child or group of

Attitude About children over another. But it does happen. Watch

Differences yourself and correct any of your behavior that shows

your preferences. \If you find yourself giving a

child,more praise and attention, ask yourself these.

questions: Do I like this child more than the

others? If so, why? Is it because I approve of the

ifamily, the Way the child dresses or combs his hair?

Do I haVe basically negative feelings about all

Mexican-American or Native American children? Do I

have the right tO make a child feel inferior? What

do my attitudes say to.others?

Let Children Group discussions are excellent. Children gain a

Enjoy_Other better understanding of cultural differences. They

Languages are better able to accept themselves and others.

, Group projects that consider cultural differences

are possible, too. Sometimes the language spoken



in one family can' make a child-feel different. Try
writing the months and days of the :week on the
calendar in that child's language,for all to learn.
Children of this age truly enjoy learning to speak
another language. Perhaps the secret password into
a. club could be translated into the language. In
any event these kinds of experiences roake children
more accepting of one another.

ENCOURME A SENSE OF PHySICAL WELL-BEING

Help Them Many children worry about their bodies and their
Understand overall health and safety. Extreme doncernjor

Their Bodies lack of it) about cleanliness is part of this, too.
They become excited about losing baby teeth and
getting new ones. They bedome concerned about body
changes as they approach the teen years. So it is
important to talk with children about proper care
of their hands and faces, brushing their teeth and
hair, and keeping their clothes and bodies clean in
general. ,Discussions about regular dental,and
medical check-ups is important. Sometimes children
are embarrassed about being too tall or,t1329. short,
or too,fat or thin. Children need to unaerstand
and appreciate the differences among them. They
need to be assured that these differences are
normal.

Let Them hnow As a caregiver you must help youngsters see that
That Their Feelings their feelings and wishes regarding sex are normal,

Are Normal too. They should know that all children have these
feelings. Some children's bodies mature at a very
young age: With rapid growth.come Sexual feelings
they }pave never known before. For youngsters these
feelings can be rather scary. Let them talk about
what is happening: When children no longer think
they are different, their fears are lessened. They
are better able to accept their bodily changes.

Encourage Good
Health Habits

4

Encourage good health habits suQh as regular exercise,
eating the right kinds of food, covering mouths
when coughing or using a tissue for blowing noses.
For proper physical growth children ofthis,age
need a wide variety of physical activiity. They
need different kinds of spacessand equipment. Long
periods of sitting - like in front-of the TV
prevent body 4tness. Many schools have reduced
rather than increased the amount of time given to

_exercise. So the child care center must try WI
fill the gap by allowing a lot of physical movtment.
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Offer Them
Guidance Without

Criticism,

r

Keep An Eye
Open For Health

Problems

Be Available When
They Are Concerned

About Health

Prevent Accidents
By Stressing
Safety Rules

Encourage
Responsibili
For Their Own

Well-Being
4

Often Children can avoid problems of being over or
underweight when physical exercise is a regular
part of the day.

Offeryoupgsters guidance about dress and grooming.
But be careful not to criticize their tastes in
clothes, hairstyles and similar personal prefer-
ences. Relate good nutrition to healthy hair, skin
and teethe Encourage the eating of three meals a
day - starting with a good brea14ast each morning.
Nutritious snacks are important, too.

Notice children for signs of being tired or"run-
down. This is most important-in children who are
recovering fram an illness as they tend to overdo.
Explain to then the need to take care of themselves
by wearing enough clothes to keep warm, resting
when they are tired or slowing dawn to prevent
accidents.

Generally, school-agers are a healthy group. But
this also is the age they will come down with the
usual Childhood diseases,, Chicken pox, measles apd
mumps are some. Stuffy noses and sore throats are
common, too. Tell them you are concerned about
their health. Encourage them to come tio you if
they have a headache or feel sick to their stomr
achs7 Let children know you are willing to discuss
anything that worries them about their changing and
growing bodies.

Many youngsters try to do a little more than they
should. This means more cuts and bruises, bumps on
the heads or accidents in general. Tb reduce the
number of such accidents, stress the need to follow
rules. When they play with large equipment like
bikes or play very active games like basketball or
tag, you will have to stop children from doing
things which are c9jerôus.

Have group projects about health and safety. Let
the Children run a safety check on everyarea in
the child care center. They will enjoy looking for
loose electrical cords, broken doorknobs or fire
hazards. Have different youngsters,on health duty.
Each day or week certainthrTren are to check for
water spilled on the ba floor, empty paper-
tcwel holders and other similar things. ,Such
activities help Children learo be responsible'
for their own well-being.
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RDOOGNIZE 1HE SIGNS CF SPECIAL HEALTH PPOBLEMS

Some children are so concerned about their physical development that it can
affect how they behave. And their behavior may be one clue to the.source
of a problem they may be having with their vision, hearing or speech. In
the categories belcm watch for children who:

VISION

squint or frown when using their eyes .

hold books very.close to their eyes.

sit too close to the television.

blink or rub their eyes often.

complain of eye or headaches, especially after using their eyes.

complain of not being able to see things clearly.

HEARING

do not answer questions.

constantly do not understand br follow directions.

need to watch your mouth when you are talking.

frequently have earaches or runny noses.

falk in a loud voice without Changing tone from word to word.

complain of not being able to hear.

SPEECH

speak so others cannot hear.

mispronounce or leave out certain sounds or words.

speak very slowly.

speak with a nasal, muffled, hoarae CT whiney voice.

stutter.
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BE AWARE OF CHILDREN'S FF.L.DIGS
ABOUT DIVORCE

Understand The One of the most sensitive subjects that can face a

Loss That Most child is divorce. Divorce affects each child in a

Children Feel different way. No two divorces are evek the same.
A divorce means loss to the child. She feels a

loss of love and security. The scary thing about

it is that she has no control over the problem.
When She feels helpless her fears and worries are
at an all time high.

Reassure The Child A child may feel guilty. He may believe he is the

Who Feels Guilty one who haS caused his parents' unhappiness. What

an awful burden for any young child to bear. As a

caregiver you can reassure a child that he did not
cause the divorce. Point out times when both his
parents were unhappy with him. Perhaps he told a
lie or got into a fight at the center. Both parents

o were concerned about him. A divorce did not happen
then.

Be Sensitive When a child learns that her parents want to
TO Changes divorce she usually is against it. She wants her

In Behavior family to stay together. She may not show any
obvious signs of distress. But watch her behavior
very closely. She may be ill much more than before.
She may have to assume greater responsibilities at
home. The child always feels rejected by one or
both parents. Some parents try to make up for this

by letting a child do whatever she wants. Disci-

pline goes out of her life. She has a hard time

believing anyone cares about her anymore.

Be Sure That " As you discuss divorce with the Child keep in mind

Discussions Don't the fact that your words may not have the saae
Hurt Feelings meaning to the Child. Adults often assume that the

child understands when he really does not. So do

not suggest that his parents dbo not lov9 one another.
.anymore. Just sy that they Have decided not to
live_together. Any suggestion by you that love is
being taken away is a threat to the child. This is

true no matter how old the child may be. EVen
older Children who have friends whose parents are
divorced think divorce is something that happens
only to others. The idea you want to get across is
that the parents are no longer married rather than
no longer loving.
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Be Patient;
If They Need
Some Special

Attention

Let Your ibwn
ExperiOces
Guide You

help Them Understand
They Are Not Alone

Recognize How Hard
It May Be To Accept

Divorce

At the tima of the divorce expect the child to try
your patience. Thia is when she needs the close-
ness of people who care. It may mean that the
usual ways of disciplining will have to be ignored
for the time being. She is very sensitive'to atly
feelings of rejection from anyone - her friends,
teacher and Siou. It is necessary that other
caregivers know the child is going through a
divorce. They should give the child moments of
happy smiles and cheerful greetings. Such atten-
tion goes a long way in helping a child through
this difficult time in her life.

If you were a child of divorce, take a look at your
own feelings. If you are mature enough to be able
to discuss your experiences without finding fault,
then this will be very meaningful to the child.
Any attempts that help a child accept divorce make
for a happier child. A child who can live at peace
with divorce is. a child who has learned and gained
a great-deal.

Often other children will tease a child whose
parents are divorced. Once more showing your love
and affedtion is important. Your support to make a
child feel secure can do much to reduce the effects
of any remarks: 41aint out other children and
Emilies that are divorced. Bring children together
to discuss this matter. Many children have gone
through divorce so there are others with a common
experience. Provide a mood in which the children
feel free to talk. Sharing thoughts and feelings,
always helps. A child doesl*: feel so alone He
does not feel different from a.).l the others.

The dating and/or remarriage of one or both parents
is a very special problem. Most every child of
divorce lives each day counting on her parents
getting back together again. Dating is a threat to
that belief. Remarriage is the final loss of all
hope. The child should be encouraged to discuss
her thoughts in this area openly with adults. You '
need to explain that parents rarely get back togeth-
er, especially after the divorce is final. Dating
and remarriage make a child.keel her place in the
family is no longer important. She feels a loss of
attention and love. If nothing else she should be
made to understand that divorce usually is final.
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Give Your Support Since your job requires a good relationship with

To Both Parents, the entire family, you must be able to give your

support to both parenta'as wvll as the child._

Attitudth that suggest the Parents no longer care
are both unfair and not true. Do not allow your-

self to show any favoritism. All too often sideS
/ are taken in a divorce. The child gets enough of

that conflict at hoMe, ,Relatives on both sides of
the family want to have their say. You must'be"'-\

sure to speak kindly and fairly about both parents.
No matter what your true feelings may be about a
parent or divorce in general-,,this is one time when

46
honesty is not the best policy. You certainly do

notjcnow alr the facts and have no right.lo form an
inion. So your,thoughts are best kept to your-

self. Ybur main concern should be the welfare of
the child.

BE PREPARED TO HANDLE THE
SUBJECT CF DEATH

Recognize That Fears Perhaps the greatest fear of all - for children and

Nbt Discussed Grow adults alike - is Ehe fear of death. Adults
seldom want to talk about death with children. But

just like any other fear, when it is not discussed
it grows bigger and bigger in their

Be Auare That They YOunger school-age children are able to understand
Can Understand the meaning of physical death. At this age they do
Physical Death not deny or accept it. They just seei=91eath as

something that happens only to others. Older
school-age children are able to form realistic
ideAs about death. Shey know all people die - even
children.

Expect Curiosity A Child usually is te curious about death. If

About Death she finds a dead frog in the, play yard she may
wonder why it has stopped jumping. The school-age
child has many questions. Shp wants to know what
makes samething dead. She wants to know if you can
see.death ana what it looks like. She always
wonders where dead people go, who are their friends
and what do they eat for breakfast. She wonders if
dying means staying dead. She wants to know how
death can be stopped. She may think only bad
people die. She wants to know if dead people-hear
and see everything She says and dces. She wonders
if people who have died want to be alive again or
are they happy being dead.
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Discuss It Only
If You Are

'Comfortable With
the Subject

Answer Only Those

Questions Asked

Remember, Mare
Is NO Cne Best,

Answer

Let Them ExpreSs
Whatever They Feel

If you can answer the child's iiestions honestly
you tan prepare her to accept death as a natural -

part of life. This will develop healthi atti-
tudes about death and help the child meet the
future with more confidence. Do not suggest that
her puppy is in animal heaven or that God will take
care of her brother. Not all people believe in
heaven and God..-You do not have the right to
expect them to. By all means dd not begin and .try
to carry on a discussion about death.if you are
comfortable with the sUbject. You will not be
meeting the child's need at that moment by trying
to pretend to be the mature, all-knoiwing caregiver.

While a parent or a.Close family memher Should be
the one to explain death to a child, you may have
to deal with this problem yourself. You may be the
child's closest adulIffriend. Do notoffer more
information than the child is seeking. If asked
"What is death?" calmly say that a person does not
breathe or talk anymore. The body is still, quiet
and peaceful. Do not relate death with sickness.
This makes a child afraid of illness in himself as
well as others. Nevertell a child something that
will have to be unlearned later. If you do not
know.the answer to a question say "I don't know."
If you are in,doubt about what the child wants to
know, then asIc "What is it you want to know?"

e is no one best answer to the mystery of
death. People differcin their beliefs about and
reactions to death more than to any other event.
There is no magic way that will comfort all people
either at the time of a death or in the period that
follows. You can help redude a child's suffering
if you explain that there is no pain-or hurt for
the person who has died. Get the child to say the
word dead or die. Have him really say it. Let him
know it is all right to miss someone, to feel
sorry, angry or guilty or to cry. The worst possi-
ble thing is for the child to hold back tears..

Do not ask the child to show sorrow that is not
felt. To ask-a child to cry, get madiotrfeel sad
may be asking her to behave in a way she does nct
feel or understand. If she does not feel like cry-
ing then do not make her feel guilty. ,Otherwise
the may think there is something wrong with her.
She may feel that she loved the dead person less
because she cannot cry or does not feel like crying.
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Encourage. Then 'Do

Remember Tne Good
Things

Talk With A
Child's Family

About Thp Experience

Let Children
-Express Their Zdeas

And Feelings

Recognize The
- Concern Caused By

A Parent's Death

Do Not Pity
.Cr Avoid The Child
EXberiencing Death

Encourage a child to remember the good things about

aIoerson eVen if that makes him cry. Point out

that nothing he ever did made the dead person die.

Shaw haw just the opposite wet:. Talk about
the happiness that headded.to dead person's

life. Even if he remembers times when he did not

treat the dead person nicely, offer comfort. Let

him lonow that all people are like that. Reassure

him that the loved one understood and that the dead

person still loved him.

Listen and encourage a child to talk About wilat she

thinks and how She feels. In this way her questions

and fears will be reduced. Talk About the anger

and the hurt. Encourage a child to teli-you some
of the things that are troubling her. let her know

that you do not have all, the answers. her

you, too, are still trying to find-the answers to

death. Dlscuss the funeral and the cemetery, if
this is part of the child's death experience. Find

out all'the necessary facts that you can frbm the
child's family. You need to know what her experi-
ence has been with the death before you can begin

to,ohelp her.

Some children may not want to express themselves
when the pain of,death is so real In their con-

fusion or anger they might reps@ to talk about it.
Other children may just be waiting for the chance
to talk. Let children express their Weas and
feelings. Do not try to change,their opinions. A
discussion should simply help each child sort out

4is own thoughts and feelings.
9

The hardest death Bona thild to deal with is the
death of a parent. Not only must he face the many
questions hewill have, but he is also most con-
cerned about who will take care of him. The death
of a brother or sister or a close friend makes it
even more real that deathcan happen to him: GUilt

sets in as he remembers fights, arguments and mean
things that he hs said and.done. Even the death

-of a pet can ha the same results.

4

When a Child returns the center'after the death
of a loved one, do not show too much.sympathy.
That:is as bad as never bringing up the sUbject.
When boo much attention is brought to the death the -

child fails to get involved in much else.:-When no'
mention is made of the death as,if it never hap-
pened, the child feels She is all. alone and no one

cares. Eithersituation can easily drive a child

to develop undesirable behavior.

4

o
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GiverThe Child It usually is best to wait a reasonable time before
Tire, To Readjust any long talk takes place. Allow the child to

To Rautine return to her normal routine-at her own pace. Offer
eficouragement as needed. "It is important to help
the Child overcome her grief by giving her sorething
meaningful to do as soon as she is ready. Maybe
singing a song or reading a poem about the loss of a
loved one would be good. Time is her and your best
friend. Patience on your part can do much to
increase the child's desire to make a good adjust-
ment. It is always good to show a Child that she ,

is not alone in her feelings. If the child knows
that others have had similar feelings and thoughts,
it may help her feel that she is,ncit alone.

UNDERSTAND YOUR U4N FEELINGS
AND RESPECT THEIRS

Expect Fear Tb Be The school-1p child will try to handle his fears in
Expressed'In one of several ways. He may deny the fear exists.4,

%I. Many Ways Denial'requires so much of his energies that he."'"
often cannot do much to help himself get over being
afraid. A child may try running away. He could run"
away physically from home. But most often he just
avoids thinking about his fears. Sometires a child
will attack others in an effort to express his )

frustration. A child often pretends tp be sick
because he fears something. Such fear in a child'
can cause a real illness if it is not identified and
brought into the open. Another dhild may refuse to
grow up. He may act younger than his age. Still
another child will do anything you or his friends
ask Ost so he cadbeaccepted. He never learns to
think for himself. ThiS can be aslpad as the child
who never does what others ask.

Encourage Questions
And swer Honestly

HoWever a child chooses to express her fears there
are some things yre* can do. Encourage questions.
Then give honest answers. A child is usuall,2 less
afraid when she knows the facts. On sore sensitive
issues such as s development or family divorce,
you may needperrr.ssion from the child's parents.
Aut do discuss disturbing events with the child.
Even if you just listen and she'does all tile talk-
ing, that's fine. When a_child relates her concerns
to you, sometimes being able to hear-herself talk,
can _ease the confusion.
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Look For The Do not make a'child experience the fear again and

Cause Of The Fear again. While this may work in some oases:, it

doesn't in all. The child should be relieved of

the fear from the first scare before .he is a..:4i-ea-to

handle another. Lodi( for the cause ofthe fear.

'Sometimes this is easy. Sometimes it is not.

Whatever the case.do not press the issue too much. ,

You might only increase the child's fear and lose

his friendship.

Be,Sure That You Take a look at your,own feelings. If you are still

Are Comfortable uncomfortable with some of the fears a child:-

With It expresses, pexhapSyou are not the best person for

the ad to turn to. Another caregiver, a nurse

or a w... book'might'do'the-job better./

Get To Know Get to know the child. The better you know her the

The Child more easily, you can sPot moments of fear or worry.
Finally, knaw that_fears are a normal part of

living for ail children. Children cannot go through

. life completely without fears. Your job is to help

than groW without being burdened by their fears so
-they can become happy, healthy young adults.
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WHAT WOULD YOU
DO IF . .

Rebecca comes t9/the center everyday before school. Lately just before it
is time to go to school, she says she doesn't feel well. When she is
allowed to stayat the center or go home she seems fine for the rest of theday. You are cOhcerned that there is something wrong. What could you do?

A. Tell Rebecca's parents that she has a problem
and,they should talk with her teacher in order
to find out what's wrong.

B. Say, "Rebecca, if you don't go to scol you'll
fail. I know you are all right. I don't like
it when you pretend to be sidk."

C. Talk with Rebecca and see if you can find out
whatis bothering_her. Encourage her parents
to talk with her also. Share what all of you
know and see/if you can help Rebecca.

Answeri Cn Botgdm
Of Next Page

IMF

4
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Clinton tells you that nobody likes him and that he has no one to play_with.
You have noticed that he is left oUt of activities and is the last one
chosen in a game. How can you help hima

A. Try to find out what Clinton does well and what
things interest him. Encourage him in these
activities. Have him help another child who
would like some help.

B. Choose Clinton to be your rain helper at the
center. Let the other children know what a good
helper Clinton is and say you wish they would
all be as helpful.

C. Tell Clinton that in order to be popular, he
must go over to where the children are playing
and-join in. Explain that when he can play
games better he will be chosen more often.

Answers Fram Choice A is not the best response because you, as
Previous Page the caregiver, might be able to learn what's bother-

ing her more easily than the teacher. The teacher
may not know that there is 4 problem. If you and
Rebecca's parenta find the problem, then you can
help her deal with it.

Choice B will only make matters worse. It will
scare Rebecca rather *,Ch-elp her.

Choice C is a good idea. You show that you care and
' understand. It may be something that can be taken
care of without involving the school. If not, then

. a talk with the teacher could be helpful. The key
is to not blame anyone. Find Out what the problem
is so you can heZp Rebecca.

-1
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Patty has been acting withdrawn and unhappy latelk,. She cries easily.and
seems overly sensitive. You are told by another staff member that Patty's
parents are divorcing. You would like to talk to Patty's parents about
this. How could you handle this,situation?

A. Ask Patty if she knows why her parents are
divorcing. Tell her that you will help by
having a talk with her parents.

B. Talk with the parents about Patty'Aichange
in behavior. Ask if they have noticed an
at home. Tell them Patty haSnot rrent1 ed the
divorce.

C., Talk with Patty's parenetid tell them that
Patty seems very unhappy about the divorce.
Tell them to be very Understanding and loving
with Patty so she will not be permanently
affected.

Answers From Chof,ce A is the best.. You are heZping Clinton
Previous Page develop his abilities and interests. He is encour-

aged to heZp another child who may need some heZp,
too. GraduaZZy CZinton wiZZ grow in self-confidence.

,Other chiZdren wiZZ begin to notice him, too, and
this wiZZ heZp CZinton to be better accepted 'by
them.

`1.

2
Choice B is not wise. You are making CZinton your
favorite chi:Id. The other children wiZZ resent it.
It wiZZ make matters worse, not better. The chiZ-
dren wiZZ refuse to play with CZinton to get back
at you.

Choice C is not at aZZ helpful. You ar pushing
Clinton into situations where he wiZZ probably be
rejected. You are also telling him that he does
not pZay weZZ enough to be accepted. That wiZZ do
nothing for his self-confidence.
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Eddie has a pet guinea pig that he loves very much and talks about all the

time. One morning he'comes in very upset. His mother tells you his guinea

pigs was dead in the cage when Eddie woke up. How can_you help Fridie'

A. Tell Eddie you know he feeli very sad about his
pet's death. Say that death is just like going
to sleep and never waking pp. Reassure Friaie

that his guinea pig is not in pain.

B. Tell Eddie not to feel too bad because his
parents,probably will buy him a new guinea pig
very soon. Then everything will be fine. ,

\.
C. Tell Eddie-you areevery sorry about,his pet.

Let him know you understand how he feels. Ask
him if he would like to talk to you or the other.
Children abouthis guinea pig.

Answers From Choice A is a poor choice. Patty's problem will

Previous Page not be helped when you ask her why her parents are
divorcing. She is hurting inside and needs your
underitanding, not your questions.

Choice B is tlie best way to proceecl. You are not
putting Patty's parents on the spot. You are telling
them about Patty's behavior and expressing a con-
cern. Her parents probably will tell you about the
divorce and together you can work out a way to' help
Patty.

Choice C is not the best response. You are making
Pqty's parefts feel guilty. You are putting all the
respbnsibility for Patty's behavior on the parents.
This will not help either Patty or her parents.
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Answers From Choice A is unacceptable. Telling Eddie that dying

Previous Page is like going to sleep could scare him. He could

think that when he goes to sleep he might never wake

up.

Choice 13 is not any better. You are denying Eddie's

right to feel dad. He id not ready to think about

replacing his pet yet. You need to help him deal

(4, with his feelings.

.Choice C is by far the best of the three solutions.
You are letting Eddie know you understand his sad-

.
ness and are willing to taZk with him about it.

Having him share his feelings with you and the other
children may help relieve his pain.

4,
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WHAT CAN YOU DO TO HELP SCHOOL-AGE
CHILDREN TAKE GOOD CARE OF THEMSELVES?

School-age children need to learn good health habits such as dressing prop-
erly for the weather, cleanliness and the inportance of enough sleep and
good food. You pan help them learn these things by having discussions and
learning-activities: These activities could include health Iik1ists for
them to fill out andlmeather charts to keep track of the tenrature out-
side. Discuss safety when playing, walking to school andbike riding. Be

"Ialert for signs of illness. Wqtch for listlessness,.crying or unusual
displays of bad temper. This ae group tends to push itself too hard. So
plan some quiet activities during the day. 'Be aware of common problems go
you can stop thern before they get started.



WHAT WOULD YCU
DO IF . . .

When the children go outside on cold days parents usually insist they wear
coats. Louis always starts out with his coat on at the center. But often
after being out for a while, you notice he has taken his coat off. What
would you do?

A. Tell Louis that if he takes his coat off he
may get chilled. Then talk to his parents. If
they want him to wear a coat, then tell Louis
he either wears his coat or else plays inside.

B. :Allow Louis to
be overheated.
need his coat.
it back on.

remove his coat because he may
If he is too warm he doesn't
When he gets cold, he will put

C. Tell Louis you are going,to talk to his parents
about not wearing his coat. Remind him that
they bought him his nice warm coat so he wo d
be warm.

Answers On Bottom,
Of Ne



Lance comes in from school everyday with muddy shoes. You know he has been

jumping in mud puddles. While this is fun for Lance, it is hard on shoes
and socks. Bow do you handle this situation?

A. Make Lance wear his muddy, wet shoes and socks
'until they are dry. This will be so unoomfort
able that he will stop jumping in mud puddles.

B. Explain that water and mud ruin shoes. Let

know each time he gets wet and muddy he will
have to take his Shoes and socks off and sit/in
a Chair until they dry. Suggest he wear boats.

C. Hag. Lance take his shoes and socks off when he
gets back to the center, but don't punish him.
Jumping in puddles is perfectly normk so don't
make a big deal about it. Boys will be bays.

Answers From Choice A is the best response. You are explaining

u' Previous Page what could happen if Louis takes his coat off. You

are letting him know what will happen if he takes
his coat off again. Also, you are respecting
parents' wish, as well.

Choice B is not so wise. By the tim Louis realizes
that he is cold, he probably will be quite chilled.

Choice C is a poor solution: You are not giving
Louis the responsibility for keeping his coat on.
Also, you have not honored the parents' wishes.
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Maria has been coming to the center after school for about six days very,

very tired. She sits at .the tabl;and puts her head dawn. Several days She

has fallen asleep. You are most concerned. What do you do?

A. Encourage Maria to go to bed earlier at night.

Then she wills not fall asleep at the center,

B. Leave Maria alone because she prabably is not

feeling too well. She will get over her sleepi-

ness when she feels better.

C. You should talk with Maria's parents and ask

them if they have noticed her tiredness.
4

Answers From Choice A is unwise. Lance will have cold feet

Previous Page wearing wet, muddy shoes and socks until, they are

dry. He also will track mud all ovgr the center.

Choice B is a good choice. You are making Lance

responsible fbr his actions. No muddy shoes - he

gets to play. Mkddy shoes - he has to sit and wait

for them to dry.

Choice-C will not help. Lance needs to learn to

take care of his clothes and his health. While no

one denies mud puddles can be fun, they must be

avoidea unless the child has high boots.



Jennifer, who is six, comes tO,school each morning with uncombed hair aml

dirty face and hands. You do not want her to go to school that way but you

don't want to embarrass her by reminding her each day. What can you do?

I

A. It is importint for Jennifer to learn cleanli-
ness so you should taik to her About washing
and combing her hair every morning before
coming to the center..

B. Tell Jennifer's parents that they must bring
Jennifer to the center clean in the 1,Irning.
Say that if she comes unwashed with
not combed again, you will not be
her into'the center.

hair
to allow

C. Each morning have the school-agers wash themr
selves and comb their hair befbre going to
school. If possible, they should also bruSh
their teeth. Give them help if needed. This

will help Jennifer.
-*

Answers_From
Previous Page

Choice A is not.the best.response because you
should talk to Maria's parents about what you have
noticed.

Choice B is no/ good, either. This tiredness has

gone on too* long. You should not ignore it.

Choice C is best. MaSa's parents should know
about her behavior after school. She probably

should see a doctor if lack of sleep is not the
problem.
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Answers Fran Choice A is not going .to work. Jennifer, may be

Previoiis Page -rushed by her parents in the morning. She may need
2 help which they don't have time to -give.

,
-Choice B is rather hard. You will probabty make her
parents ang-ry. A-lso, ,it is not up to you to keep a
child from the center.

-

C'hoi e C i thelest solution. You are not e a

ssing Jennifer, and you are helping the otheYs...4,
children, too. 'This is a good poutine to .estab4sh
at the center.

,
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acw CAN YOU mAKE iT Exsrik

FOR SCHOOT.FPGESS
TO BEME

IN ACCEPTABLE WAYS?

HAVE REASONAHLE EXPECIATIONS Sp THEY
CAN FEEL WORMY

Don't Expect, ,,Unacceptable behavior is a normal part of growing
Children To Be- up. Boys and,girls have always behaved in ways

Perfect' . troublesare to adults. And adults have continued
to do their best to deal with the behxdor, what-
ever it may be. Sometimes you will make a mIstake.
But then who doesn't? Whether or not,you make an
'error in-handling a child:is not Mbst important-
thing. What is *portant is the ct that mistakes
wOn't spell disaster as long as wSu offer a child

.- your warmth, support and urlders ding.

Recognize That Being a child'growing lip in these times is not
Growing Up easy. It's probably fair tO say that most adults
Isnkt 'Easy would not want to have to go through it ail over

again. How you choose tb-define a child's behavior
depends to a-large extent on who you-are and your
personal outlook on life. What may seeM like a
difficult behavior to one caregiver may not be to

: another.

Try TO Be Fair Wfdle an unacceptable behavior cannot be done-away
And Reasonable with it can be.reduced by how adults'respond. Take

the child's point of view into consideration. Make
sure that the limits you set are reasonable.
Handle and evaluate the child's behaVior in a
positive frame of mind. TrY to help the child
create his'own inner controls - a conscience. TO
do any of these things you Hist know' why a child
Woves aS he does.

l'k
Expect Behavi A. a child struggles to learn the ways'of.the -adult

To Change As world, she is bound to make same mistakes of her
They Grow, dwn. As she becomes more and more secure or sure

of herself sHe isable to-giye up her selfish,
. demanding ways in'exchange fortmpre responsible

0' At behavior.,

S.

Be Sure That
14hat You

' Is Possijit,

As a child grows.older his behavior takes on a new
form. His curiosity sparks an urge to explore the
unknown territory you have told hint was out of
bounds. "Yop are old enough to know better." Haw
often do you catch yourself saying that one? Wll,
perhaps the-child is not old/enough to know better..
If the child is not behaving himself,,maybe he is
not ready to handle a situation. Such readiness
will vary wisely fram child to child.
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WORK TO UNDERSTAND MAT BMAVIOPS MEAN

-Try Io Understand
Children's

Fttstrations

Be Patient
While They Learn

Take A Look
-At Your Own
Behavior, Ito

Learn To Recognize
Mbre:Serious Behavior

Problens

Be Careful When
Physical RestrL.nt

Is Called For

Whep a child is angry she will taKe her frustra7-
tidhs out on someone. That someone may be you.
Try to be understanding of the child's frustration.
Think About a similar situation in Which youmight.
have felt the same way. You might have behaved in
the same way. Remember,children are not the only
ones who feel angry and take their frustrations out
on others. Adults are,capable of such behavior,
too. However, do not react to hee,unacceptable
behavior with some of your own.

Nbt obeying also is a sign of growing independence
in i child. At practically every age he will find
himself in a situation in which he,will feel he'
must assert himself. Learning to direct his own
actions into socially acceptable behavior is a
long, slow process., .Ihe child always is to
between deciding whether to please hithself
others. It is not easy. But if you are pa ent
and work with him, he will gradually learn tilaat

pleasing himself and otherecan be doine.

If many of the children you care for show the same
kinds of unacceptable behavior it may mean you need '
to look at how your behavior-is affectinTthem. If
you notice the roam is full of youngsters:yelling
at one another, perhaps you do a lot of yell/ng
when you are around them. Remember, they pay more
attention to what you do than what you,say: Another
problem-may be that you are expecting them to
behave in a manner in which they are not able to at
their age. There ia a cause-and-effect relation- .

ship between ygur'behavior and that of the children.

Most objectionable behavior inxhildren is quite
minor. However, there are danger signals that you,
should look for to dedide if a child's behavior is
becoming a seriious matter. A Ch4d who disobeys
all the tine inay have a prObidm. When a child doeg
something deliberately without regard for another's
feelings, she needs help., Iflher behavior bolds
back ber ethotional growth and development there is
cause for concern. Certainly when her iwhavior
poses a threat 6o her well-being or the,safety of
others, action must be taken immediately.

If a situation appears to besetious enough to
require physical restraint, you will want to be
careful hot to injure the child or yourelf. -41en
I child i8 determined to,hurt someone he may try to
nit, bite,-scratch or kick. If you pick him up off
the floor, be sure you hold both arms and legs. If
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Remember That Bad
Behavior Does Not
Make A Bad .Child

*r.

Observe Children's,
Behavior With,An

Open Mind

Consider How
Children Are
.Aftected By

k Adults

el

Look Closely At
your Own Reactions

youare simply going to hold him to keep him from
doing something, try to, get both arms, hold them
firmly and away from.your body. If necessary, ask
for help from another caregiver. It is important
to get the 5hild restrained enough sop that he can
begin to gain control of his emotions,before he
hurts hiiself or someone else. When a behavior in
a child becomes a,serious problem, notify the
director.

The Child who does no ve is not a bad child.
She is only unhappy, discouraged and misguided.
She is looking for the right answers or the right
way to behave so you will accept her. Her behavior
is her attempt to meet theademands and pressures
put on her by others. Any plisturbing behavior in a
child has purpose as far as the child is concerned.
She wwits to gain attention or show her power to
affeot others. Perhaps She feels the need to
strike back or get even. She may want to make
others feel as wortitess as she feels herself.

Whatever.the reasons for child's behavior you
shouldNlearn to obserVe cefully with an cpen
mind. Watch f the yotn4ter who constantly
demands atttion, who is not liked by other children
or who blames others for his troubles. Keep your
eye on the bully, a child who cheatS, steats or
lies or the one who hates school. Basically, watch
for any child who shows frequent signs of not being
happy with himself.

It always helps to look at adult behavior and how
it can lead a child to 'behave improperly. Try to
recall scrne,of the things discussed earlier about
helping children gain a positive self-image. 'Per-

_haps, then, you can see how adults who are impatient,
critical and inconsistent might cause a child to
disobey. Adults.whd never give the child a chance
to express her independence are adding to her
frusthtion. Over-disciplining or being too easy,
confuses the child. Adults whodo not live up to
the very things they expect of a child probably.are

e the most frustrating of all.
64,

Caregivers can helpmost by expiessing their concerns
with loVe and by showitig respect for the child's
point of view. .Ask yourself some of these questions:
Am I only trying to make things easy for myself?
'HaVe I given the child a chance to freely express
himself? Do I expect the child to be 'perfect? Am
I able to accept each child for himsel5 without
Comparing him to others? Do I allow my own prob- /
blems to get in the was7.of.h4ging the child? Have
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I already given up on him .
shthw him a better way to
when he4,WO:es to improve
these questions may lead
child'S disturbing behavio

1-

Have I taken time to
behaVe? Do I praise him
*self? The answers th
fo the reason for the
r.

PREVENT DISCIPLINE SITUATIONS WHEN FOSSIRLE

Be Aware Of The
Most Difficult

Behaviors TO
Handle

Talk About
Unacceptable

Behaviors
With A Grbup

Let Them Know
Yoq Disapprove

Of The Behavior

, Give Them A.
Chance Tb Answer

For Themselves-

Whenever caregivers are asked bb list behaviors in
children that are most difficult to handle there -

are a few:ukich always stand out. Among them are
childrenWho'steal, lie or:cheat. Those who do not
follow rules, who dawdle or who swear are bother-
some>. too- The bully, the'show-off or the,clinging
vine also are difficult to-handle.

By the time a child gets to school he knows the .

diffeience between your things and his. He knows
that stPAling is stealing. In, order to help a
child who steals you must develop some feelings bf
guilt and hervousness in the child whenever he
thinks about his behavior. Before*working with a
specific ohild, however, it works well to spend
some grOup time talking about the property rights
of otheA. Ask the children to tell how they would
feel if something of theirs was stolen. Perhaps
this would be a good time to use Some role-playing
situations. Any sUth discussions shou14 not focus
an any one dhild's,behavior. That would be over-
doing.it. Besides', stealing occur4 too often in
young school-age children to use any one child as
an eXample.

However, if-the 'Problem continues with a particular
child,.then)6 more private approach is needed. The

al
'action you take at the beginning is Very important.
First of I, let the child know you disapprove of
the behavior but not her4 If you respond by point-
ing an.accusing finger and warn of becoming a
criminal, the child will likely keep right on
stealing. _Children of this age tend to believe in\
labels or predictions. Take heart in the-fact that
most children at some-time or another steal some-
this* from someone or someplace. Yet most grow up

_to be honest adults. 0

. .41' 1. ,.

When you ask a dhild why he took sorreti=rg; he will
usually say, "I don't know." Most often he doesn't
have any Idea. His answer is an honest one. At
-least itis an admission of guilt on hisjpart.,-He

_ is belling you open1ysthat he was the one. He is

' not offering any excuse. Arithiae does expect you to

-' 4n.somethingtabout it.
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handle Theft By
Having The Child,

Return Tne Object
cel

.

At the time a theft is discovered' ven if you saw
who did it, it is best to preten you do not know.
Let the child have a chance to work the problem out
for himself first. If you discuss stealing with
the entire group avdescribed earlier, the child
frequently will find a way to return the item so
that he can save face. If you discov& a child
with the stolen object then you must act right
away. The best way to handle the situation is.to

4,... .have the child return itAthereby admitting he is
. the one who stole it. 'This is extremely hard for

most children to do. But it has proven over the
years to be the single, most effective method.

Talk Calmly About
The Reasons

For 'Stealing

Discuss Cheating
Without Taking

Sides

Bring Up The
Subject Of

Cheating With
A Group

A caregimsr who is excited, shocked.or angry with
the child is in no position to offer any hel You
cannot be her friend or begin to ,understand he
problem. Children steal for a variety of rea pns.
And if yoU want to help any child you must f. out
why. Perhaps she was teased or had been dar-4 to
do it. Could she be mad at the owner? Maybe she
was hungry. .She may come from a home wher sh has
very few personal possessions. The tempta, on
take what did not belong to her was just h.
She could have.seen someope else - possibly an
adult - steal and not get caught. If you calmly
talk ri.th (not 2zt or :o) the child, together you
may discover.the.reason behind hbr behavior. In
any event, continue to give her your support and'
understanding. Things probably will turn out fine.

Generally, whateVer can be said about stealing and
how to handle it.cgh be said about cheating. The
child must first develop some-feelings of guilt and
anxiety when she thinks About her behavior. Group
discussions on how bhildren feel about cheaters is
helpful. It might be one Child's word against
another's.. Whatever you do, do, not take sides.
Again remain objective and calm.

If the child iSs-c<ight in the act of cheatting.by
his playmates, that will domore to cure future .

cheating than anything else. Should you happen to
bethe only one who sees a child cheating, such as
while playing cards in a group, try this. While
the game is still going on, bring up the Subject of
cheating:, Ask_ the players if any of them ever has
cheated. Havelhem describe how it feels Op be a
cheater. If they all deny ever having cheated, you
can describe your feeA,ings owe when you cheated.
While this'approach probably will not get a ton-
fession from the cheater, he will likely know you
are aware he has been cheating.'

.

t
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Don't Overreact Lyipg is another difficult behavior to handle. *It

TO Lying Or usually occurs because a youngster wants to express

Swearing some kind of superioritl4or power. Swearing resillts

for much.the same reason. When a child lies or
swears, he feels big or smart. This is most true
if his behavior causes.a big fuss or dhocks others.
The best way to handle it is to act as ,thou§h it is .

no big thing. ,If you take the fun away the child
often loses interest. He will realize such antics

wdll get him nowhere. Sometimes an understanding
smile from you will make him feel his lying or
swearing was kind of dumb. This is not to say that
you ignore the swearing or lying. You can still
show your disapproval or disappointment without
overreacting.

Think What You Once in a while a child's lying can make you feel
Should Not Do awkward to the point where you aren't sure what to

Before You Act do. If this happens, then stop and think before
you do or say anything. ,Cbnsider the things you
should not do. Sometimes this is easier than
trying to figure out what should be done. If you
then proceed by not doing the things you know would
be wong, you.will probably handle-the situation
quite well. You might eventfind yourself doing
what the child least expects. An element of sur-
prise comes in handy at times.

Try Some New A school-age child might show off with a lie. You

Whys Tb can let her know it is all right with you if it
Handle Lying makes her feel important. Such a reactiOn has a

*stronger effect than allowing her to see the shocked
look on your face or hear the disbelief in your
voice. If she does not respond favorably to such
an approach,.try another. Make up a game in which
everybody is free to say anything, whether it is
true =not. After a while the child will not know
who to believe or what to believe. Perhaps'a
version of "The Child Who Cried Wblf" might work.
No one believes anything she says anymore..

Convince Children However, it is a different matter when a child is
That The Truth untruthful tib escape punishment, embarrassment or

Is Best disapproval. You would be, .too, if you were that
frightened of somebody. The s' .01-age child might'
resort to lies to brag or prove his importance.
Ybu should develop his confidence by showinghim
that the truth, not lies, is appreciated and approved
by others. You cannot prevent behaviors such as
lying or swearing until you can convince the.child
that belling the truth and using ni6etlanguage ae
more:acceptable,
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Expect Bullies 'At one time or another everyone has known a bully.
To Lack The child-who bullies other children usually is a

Self-Confidence youngster who seeks attention or feels she is not
as good as the next person. She may feel she is
not liked'and thii is haw she has)Recided to strike
back. A poor self-concept and laEk of confidence
are the sourceslof her behavior. Sometimes a child
with a handi6ap or any child that feels different
or rejected will become a bully. Once again you
need to find the cause.

Give Bullies You must not argue with the bully or try to coax
Positive Attention him into behaving otherwise. He may not trust you

or what you have to say. Instead,:give moreof
.your time to the bully. Get him involved in
situations where he Oan receive more positive
attention from you and the other children. When

4 you make every effort to help a child bolster his
self-image the undesirable behavior may simply fade
,away with time. At least give it your best try.

Discuss Rules Youngsters who repeatedly do not follow the rules
With The Group may want attention. Or they simply may not know

'what rules are in effect- Here, too, spending
group time discussing the-need for rules and what
would-happen without them may be helpful. Take
advantage of the fact that school-age children are
very rule oriented. Rules are very inportant to
them. A group discussion will get them to see that
rulei are for everyone without singling out only
the rule breakers. It also will give the ch4dren
a sense of control over the rules that run their
lives. The democratic approach is always worth a
try. Whenever possible tee rules children must
abide by should be their rules, ones they under-
stand, accept and believe to be.fair.

Explain The Reasons
For Mbst Rules

Change The Routine
If Rule-Breaking

Is*Comnon

There are times as in an emergency when a chi
must follOw.the rules without being told But
most of the time the child deserves and s a right
to an explanation from you. %hen you tell a child
why she cannot or should not do something, you are
telling her you believe she is old enough ba under-,

-stand your reasons. - The child feels like you are
relating to her on an adult level. This makes it
easier for her to accept the rules.

7,

At other times breaKing the rules can be a sign of
readiness. The child whoa is disrupting a groupA
game may be feady tolead the game himself.

,Perha

l'

s he is bored with the pld routine and needs
more a challenge. So let him try to lead. You
can 5 back and enjoy his efforts. Help a bored
youngster find soMething constructive to do with
his time.
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Be Sure Children If you should have a private talk with a child

jnderstand The Rules about not following rules, do so gently yet firmlY.

She must know you are serious. Gb over the rules

slowdy and carefully. Let the child express her

views so you are sure you understand one another.
The more boisterous child may need to leave the

group for a while. She may need a few moments to

sit and think about *ler behavior. She may be able

to see for herself how much more fun others are

having without her. If the youngster is the qpiet
or withdrawn type, she should be encouraged to'talk

about her behavior. Taking her away from the group

to be by herself could encourage her to continue to

break the rules so she can Avoid the group alto-

gether.

00 Be Patient With 1Children who dawdle - the slowpokes, the all day

Slowpokes bathroomr-sitters or breakfasteaters - are bother-

pare to adults. The dawdler may resort to such
/behavior because it gives him the power to control.
'If his idtent is to make you angry, you must not

*, let the child see your irritation. You might

distract.his attention. Do not nag. When he fails

tO annby you his reason for dawdling goes away.
The fun is gone. A child might mover-slowly because

he is afraid of going someplace or doing something
in particular. Maybe he just is not interested.

1 In any cage talking with him may lessen his fears
or increase his interests. Whatever his reasons you
might try to reduce his anger, fear or disinterest.
He may need help in dealing with the situation as a
whole. Help him see that his tine-wasting is not
going to solve anything. On occasion you may

simply need to let things be. Sometimes doing and

sayiklg nothing can be the best policy.

The

Encourage Some caregivers s4 that the overly dependent

Independence In child - the clinging-vine is one of the most

"clinging-vine" difficult behaviors to'handle. Such a child is .

different from the onewhefeels dependent on you
now and then:, All children have that need. The .

clinging-vine is the one who hangs on for dear
life. You must, at some point, get the child to
break.that tie. That can be hard. At times you
may feel mean'and quekion your own behavior.

Resist Giving In When the chil,d is no longer a stranger to the

And Let Them Learn center, then 'herdependency on you gradually.should

To Solve Prohilems be broken. If you watch the child closely you will
see that her dependency is greater when she,is

faced with a problem. Less "giving' in" to her in

such instances is best. She must learn to rely on

her lf so She can overcome her feelings of help-

les ess. Admittedly this is tricky business.
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Finding the right time to g4.v or take away your
support can be tough. It riGir..ed_by care-

givers that the clinging-vin stops teing dependent
when she finds herself in different surroundings
with different caregivers. Oddly enough she seems
to senA that no one is going to hold her hand. So
she behaves more independently. That, in itself,
should tell you she has the ability to be less
depenbent with the right kind of encouragement.

Show That You By now you probab1y,re thinking, "Well, fine, I
Care In Many believe in showing a *ld love and re§pect, but

Ways that's a lot easier sa.j'a than done. How can I show
a child I care?" Ybu can show your concern by
being unafraid to firmly discipline a child when he
needs it. You show respect for the child venen. you
give him the right to choose, the right to privacy
and the right to speak without fear of shame or
embarrassment. You show love when you care for him
without expecting Anything in return. You show
confidence in his abilities when you give him
something to believe in, esPecially when that
something is himself.
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Butrpm SIKILtS It4

WOMING

SCHOOL-A=1;S' BEHAVIOR

. Some Often Asked Questions
And

SituaticAs To Explore

HOW CAN YOU ENCOURA6E
ACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOR?.

This is no easy matter. Often it seems you have to be counselor, policeman
and judge all at once. Know what you expect of the children and what your
goals are for them. If you want them to respect you, then you must respect
them. If you want!them to be truthful, then you must be truthfurVith
them.' Let them know what the limits are and what Will happen if they do
not follow the rules. Encourage group discussions About stealing, lying or
swearing. Don't-lecture. Simply explore with them how they feel-About

4 such behavior. Have them suggest why some people behave in ways that are
unacceptable. And do not emphasize their bad behavior. Talk about the
good.feelings thpy have when their behavior is enjoyed by others. Let them
know that you do not expect perfection. They need to know that everyone
makes mistakes. Suggest that they Can learn from their mistakes and the
mistakes of others. That way they do not make the same ones over and over
again. 'Most of all, be sure they understand that you are concerned about
'them:no matter how they behave.'
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WHAT WOULD YOU
DO re . . .

Russell, who is ten and very large for his age, always threatens the other
children to get his own way. The children are afraid of him. Parents have
begun to complain. What can you do?

A. Contact his parents. Explain his behavior and
ask them to talk to Russell. Let them know
that uhless h# behavior Changes for the better
he will npt be allowed in the center.

B. Have a talk with Russell. Find ways to allow3
him to be the center of attention without
bullying others,. Praise his good behavior as
often as possible.

C. 'Tell Russell to stop scaring the other children.
If he does not, then warn him thit Jeff, an 11
year old who"is bigger, will show Russell, what
it's like.to be bullied.

Answers On Bottom
Of Next Page

11



Belinda is eight.years old. At the center she often refuses to do what you
ask her to do sayin , "I don't have to," "You can't make me," or t don't
have to do that at thre." 'VOlat could you say to.Belinda when she acts this
way?

(

A. "Belinda,'you might not have tiO folliow rules at
home, but it is different here at the center.
You dO what you are told Caith no questions
asked."

B. "Belinda, you will no longer be welcome here
unless-you can follow our rules. I am going to
have to have a talk with your parents."

C. "Belinda, if you don't want to follow the
rules, then you cannot join in any of the
activities here. Unless you have any questions,
th)se are your choices."

Answers From Choice A is not the best choice. You have not tried
Previous Page solve the roblem yourself by talking with

Russe. Th director is the only person who canll

keep Russell from coming to the center. You have no.,

right telling par&-EiNtheir child no longer is
welcome at the center.

Choice B is-the best solution. You are working with
Russell and trying to help him gain attentiOn for
the good things he does. Bulliesusually do not
ha,ve much self-confidence. Also, be aware that
Russell may be feeling too big to be at the center.

Choice C certainly is not the 4 to handle this
situation. You are not solving any..proigems and if
you carry out your threat, ybu wiJØe crfated4a
'thole new set of probleft.
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It seems that everyone is always waiting for Ellen. You know she is a
bright child but her slowpcke habits are frustrating for others as she often
holds things up. Same of the children get particularly upset when Ellen's
slowness prevents them fram doing something. How can you help?

A. Announce to the whole group at the beginning
of an activity that there will be only a
certain amount of time available. When that
time is up, everycne will have to clean up
no exceptions.

B. Tell Ellen that if she doesn't move faster you
will have to send her to the toddler room with
the little children. Explain that'slowpokes
keep the others waiting too lang. Give,her one
chance - then do what you said you,would.

Tell Ellen if she doesn't mcve faster she will
miss a.lot of fun. Also, let her know that
unless she can stop being such a slowpoke, you
will bdve to discuss the matter with her parents.

Answers From Choice A is not a good idea. You are criticizing
Previous Page Belinda and her parents for not Pllowing rules at

home. Aiso,- no one should have to obey all the
rules without.being able to ask questions.

Choice B is not very likely. Belinda probably
knows that.you can't keep her out of the center.
You are encouraging an argument. Threatening to
tell her parents will not result in trust and
respecteither.

Choice C is better. You-aiv not letting her get by
without following rules. Also, you have given hir
a choice-and the chance to ask questions should she
not understand.

oi)
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Iris seem very unsure of herself. She wants to stay with you or one of
the other caregivers instead of playing with the other children. You are
concerned that she is too attached to adults. SA is not developing any
social.skills,with children her age. Had can you help Iris?

A. Tell Iris #lat today you do not want her to
stay 1",../ith you. Say that she must play with the
other childrenpand not bother you or the other

,'- caregivers.

B. Talk with'Iris' mother.- Tell her that you are
worried that Iris will be very unpopular with
others her age if she doesn't change.

C. Cet Iris involved in an activity: Stay there
for a while. Then let her know you have some-
thing to do for a minute but you will be back.

Answer's From Choice A is definitely the best response. You are
Previlus Page- making a good ,rule for the entire group. If Ellen

is not able to Yinish something she enjoys, she
will learn that being slow is not much fun. This
solution also is good because it does not single-
Ellen out as being the only one who must follow the
rule.

.1*

Choice B is poor. You are not helping Etlen learn
to change her ways. You are only going to embar-
rass her. The caregiver of the toddlers will not
be too happy, either, if you send Ellen'to her.

,Choice C iq not the way to help'Ellen. A child who
dawdles like Men is not'a problem child whose
behavior, will,be helped by name calling or label-
ing. Also, threateni'ng to discuss the matter with
her parents is not going to make Ellen,feel you are
her friend.
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Rbbert's behavior has`caused you to seek help. You've tried everything"you
know. When you explain to the director th4t Rdbert has been hitting children,
throwing food and breaking to,s, the'director suggests-you contact the ,

parents. What would you do?

,A. When,RObert's father coMes to'pick up his boy, ,

\tell him about Rbbert's behavior. Ask him to
discipline Rbbert. Tell him you have tried but
nothing has worked. Ask him.how he punishes
Rdbere at houe.

B. When Robert is brought in the morning tell the-
parents you would like to talk with,them.- Find
out when would be a',good time. When,you meet-
with the parents, say youare opncerned'about
Rbbert's behavior. Ask if theyjhave noticed
anything at hove.'

C. Tell your director that you are not able to talk
with the parents because it would make you
nervous. Ask the director to call the parents
in for a talk but to leave you out of it. You
.do not want to become involvedranymore.

Answers From Choice A is too hard on the, child. Y4lare pushing
Previous Page Iris away without any preparation. She will feel

quite frighened and insecure.

Choice B is not falr. You are putting all the
responsibiLity on the mother.wifhout giving her any
suggestions on how to help Iris.

Choice C is better. You are gradually helping Iris
pZay with orinear other children. Yet you are also
near to provide support for her. If this approach
is done in stages? Iris gradually will not mind
being left without constant adult'attention.
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Peter's language has become very bad. He swears and calls others'dirty'
names. He seems to think this makes him a big man. When you ask him if he
knows what the words mean, he says "NO." What wolll.d yOu do? Say:

A. "Peter, since you don't even know the meaning
of the words I suggest you use wordp you do
understand."

B. 'Teter, I am going o tell your parents if you
continue to swear. You will,not be able to
come to the center if it continues."

C. "Peter, each time you swear I am going to wash
your mouth out with soap. You have been warned,-\
so you make up your mind."

4

--Arrs From Choice A is not good. ft puts all the emphasis on
Previous Page punishing Robert. Perhaps Robert is acting this

way because he has been punished too much. Make an
effort to find out what isitffecting Robert's
behavior.

Choice, B is the best solution. You have the direc-
tor's permission t talk to the parents directly.
By setting a time which is dbod for them you are
showing consideration. By waiting until the meeting
to give the reason for the conference you and the
parents will be able to calmly discuss the problem
without interruption.

Choice C does not show Oie parents you are con-
cerned. The-director woul'd have a hard time dis-
cussing Robert's behavior without mentioning you. .

It would be fine for you and the directoi to meet
with Robert's parents if you feel you want that
sivport. But to try to be absent and not get

,involved any'bre is not1 responsible adult behavior.
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Seven-year-old Alana has a
Her parents have asked you
Alana?

A.

habit of twisting her.hair ana suCking her thuMb.
to help break this habit. Hya can you help

Menever you see Alana doing this tell her to
stop. Have the other children remind,Alana eadh
time she behaves this way.

B.-Explain to Alana that her hair and thumb have
germs that could make her,sick. .

Let Alana know you think she is a very attrac-
tive girl except when she is twisting her hair
and sucking her thumb. Help Alana break the
habit if this is what she want* too.

L

Answers From
Previous Page

Choice A is the best response: When Peter cannot
shock you and the group, much of the fun of swear-

ing goes away. Often when a child adMits he doesn't
know what he's saying he feels silly.

Choice a is not going to help. peter mvy hear ,

swearing at home so.the parents may not take any
action. Also, it is not up to you, as a caregiver,
to forbid a'child to use the center.

Choice C will not do. You have no rig)szt to take

such strong action against a chila in the center

00
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josh often tells tall tales When trying to impress'the,other children. ,He
tells them about fantastic trips his family has supposedly taken. He talks

about his family's swimming pool and tennis couA. Since he lives on the
installation everYone knows he is not ptelling the truth. The children are
calling him a lilr. How can you help josh?

A. Talk to Josh. Let him know the other children.
know thatke doesn't.have all those things. .
Tell him,they will continue to tease him if-he'.
tells stories. Help him to understand he does
not have to pretend in order to have friends.

B. Tell Josh you and tbe others know he is making
up the stories. -Eplain that no ohe will
like him if he contimies to tell tales. So he

111
had better stop if he wants to get along with
the other children.

C. Talk to Josh's parents about the lying. Let
theMiknow the other children will make josh
very unhappy if he continue8 to lie. Suggest.
they take JOsh to.a children's social worker

' for help.

Answers From Choi& A is not thi gest response. It would embar-
,
rass Alana to have you and the other children'
always calling attention to her habit.

Previous Pa9e

Choice B will not' work. Srcaring a chi'ld seldom

helps them to overcome.such habits. Sometimes a
child this age can get very exaggerated ideas about
germs and what they can do.

Choice C is better. You are offering AZana your
support and giving her a very good reason why you
think she should stop her habit. ThiS certainly is
much less'embarrassing for hertoo.



'Answers Fram Choice A is a good idea. You are trying to help
Previous Page Josh be more confidgnt so he does not feel the need

to lie. Let him know othefis will like him better
when he stops his lying.

Choice B accuses josh without offering any help.
You are demanding he stop lying without building
his self-confidence.

Choice C is not necessary. You.have not helped
Josh or his parents learn ways to build his con-
fiance. If after helping h succeed and find
friends the lying continues t n outside help may
be needed. Usually chil d lying can be handled
eaeily if you work with th child.and offer your
suppori.
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WHAT ABOUT THE'OLD&R cHnD
saccs-AGE autv

RECOGNIZE THE DIFFERENCES IN THIS AGE GROUP

Give Oldpr
School-Agers A
Chance To Learn

Real Skills

Try To Remember
How It Felt

. At This Age'

Enjoy TheSecurity
And Keen Interests

'Of The Ten Year Old

.

By the time Children enterethe fifth grade or turn
ten years of age; they are not too eagerto be a
part of a program that asks them to be here and to
be there at certain times. They usually want very
close, flexible relationships with adults. Tco
often this is not possible in the childcare setting.
In order to hold the,varied interests of the-older
school-age child, the center must be Able to give
each child many chances to learn and practice
skill-like actiuities. ThiSlCalls,for reaJtly good
art materials, handyman tools, safe kitchen facili-
ties and the like. It also requires adults who
care enough and haveithe time to work beside thq
youngster, encouraging and Sharing along the way.
The child needs% lot of different choices. Older
boys are of particularconcern to many caregivers.
They get bored with the typical kinds of'center
activities. When you do have older school-age
childrenInLyour center, they will .present a real
challenge for you. Their needs are special and so
caregivers must find meet those needs.

<Before you canbegin you must have sofething to go
on. Once again, try to remetber when you (Yr' your
childrerrwere ten, eleven and twelve years old. If
you are..a young adult in your late-teens oriearly
twenties, it has not been so long ago.

The tenth year is one of the ealiest of all. The
child,is quite self-confident. His sad or angiS
moods do not lasevery long. ,He has outgrown many
of his fears and doubts. He is a real club joiner-A
at this age. 16 loves to wear,T-shirts, hats or
buttons that prove he is a member of the club. ,

ThiS is the time.to have a best friend - one very
special person for sharing secrets, hopes and
dreams. Yet he is not toartaken with friends df
the opposite sex. This is an ageoyhen he is easily
influenced by his best friend or i'TV or movié per-
sonality. He's big an heroes. He likes his family
aizd is very loyal to it. _He likes to memorize,
giv facts andefind cities on a map. He likes to: \-
do most anything except WORK. This is a very ath-
letic age. Running,-jumping, sliding, skating and
bicycling are just a few of the physicd1 tovements
he enjoys. He sti4'will cky wheri angerpor frustra-
tion gets to be too much for him. But/he' does not
hold grudges. He is very forgiving'. Often he
blames himself when things go bad. he is more
aware of what is bad than what is good - what is
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Expect Eleven TO
Be An Age Of

Exaggeration And
Feeling Unique

wrong than what is right. He lives in his agri

dream world. He is riot very much aware of or

concerned about time. He is mucHltbre relaxed and
casual tivm atnine. %At nine he complained of
aches and pains and had nervous habits that wouldn't
quit. At ten complaints are rare and the nosepick-
ing or nailbiting has lessened. His appetite

1406.01ly is very good. He gets hungrier as the day
gets longer. Ten likes:more foods than he dislikes.
However, his manners leave something to be desired:
He will pretend to gag or vomit somethiqg he doesn't
like. He likes_to burp loudly to make Others
laugh. Cleanliness is not hip favorite topic of -

conversation. So expect reminders to comb his hair
or wash h4s hands to meet with some protest. He

likes clothes but he ddesn't want to wear anything
that will make in a crowd. Unfortu-
nately, his liking for c othes is not carried over
into caring for then.. He is a great one for not
hanging up his coat. Neatness is not his hobby.
Generally; though, Ten likes anything and everybody
around him.

Eleven has more than a passing interest in clothes.
If you want to impress an eleven year old, don't
wear a casual shirt with faded blue jeans."'The
eleven year old can find no fault in theadult who
dresses in high style. She judges people by how

they look. She is quidk to Show her preferences
even if it hurts others. A child of this age can
be very rude.' "I don't like your hair. Ybu look
ugly that way." She is beginning to be independent,
ignoring what you say and doing daring things.
Encourage her independence but remember she is a
child. She gets along quite,well with her friends.
If she sees you as a friend, you may be able 6
discuss things with her that ahe would not discuss
with a parent or teadher: There is an increased
interest in physical games that require strength
and coordination. She now is interested in competing-
in team and individual sports. Quiet games like
chess or card games which present a challenge are
fun,,too. When you explain something to her make
sure you have her full attention. Eleven'A quick
to say, "But I never heard you." From her point__)of

view she may be right. This child exaggerates ,

everything. Nothing is just fine. It's either
terrible or berrific. She feels unique. NO one
has ever felt this way before. A chilatbis a4e
needs your support and understanding. Sfie needs to

be reassured that the is normal. She needs to taik
about her concerns with others her age. Eleven

should not be pushed into, friendships with the
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opposite sex. Interest in boy-girl activities-will

come when the child is ready. A real difficulty
with the eleven year old is knowing how to gradually
give her responsibility without watching her every

minute. Sometimes you rrist say no. If she does

not understand explain as honestly as you can your

reasons why. She may claim, she still doesn't

understand. BUt if you know you are right, then do

not give in. 'Be fair butfirm. isnot lost.

If you are someone, she respects and trusts, you
still have a good deal of influence on her.

Facognize Tilat -The twelve year Old is at a turning point. He is

Twelve Is A usually quite outgoing and enthusiastic. He has a

TurninVooint *lightful sense of humor. He even can laugh at

himself. Just a year earlier he took things ioo

seriously to'be able to do that. He loves to play

with little children. So once again, if he is

interested offer him a chance to spend some time
with little children, especially those under Six.
Such experiences, when offered as a special treat
or occasion rather than as punishment, encourage
patience and understanding for lie twelve year old.

At the same time, the infants, toddlers and pre-
schoolers benefit, too. Twelve also gets along

well with adults. Twelve is more critical of his

parents. He bdgins speriding less time with his

family at family events spending more time with,

friends. He has S: few #lose friends. Anything

that makes the child feel different frOm his friends
makes-him feel inferior. TWelve usually likes or

di likes school a great deal. There is no in-:

be een feeling. School is a place for friendships
no1 for studying. If he is*getting along well with

hi friends, school probably is great. The twelve

y r ld is the healthiilea he has-been his entire

life. By this age he had nearly all the child-
, hood diseases. He also has more resistance to

common illnesses like a cold or,the flu. He is (

becoming more interested in the activities of other
youngsters and less interested in adult activities.
He is always hungry. There seems to be no end to

his appetite. He will even eat a little of a food
he used to dislike. He usually does not have to be
told to wash, to comb his hair or take time out-to

rest. In general he takds quite an interest in.his

overall appearance. However; he still does not

hang tip his coat1/2 Twelve is not as likely to get

into fights. He is learning to- use Ards to let

.others know hells angry. Crying is not as common a

response as it used to be. He findathat crying

does not help most of the time. He is seldom

jealous and he rarely holds a grudge. Basically,

the changes in year twelve make life easier.
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Become Familiar
With Things nu*

Interest Older
School-Agers

Things older school-age children like to do are
mentioned here and there. as they sem most appro-
priate to the topic being discussed. However, it
may be Relpful to you as a caregiver if some ideas
are briefly presented together at this time.
Because ten through twelve year olds are so much
more capable than younger school-age children; they
enjoy arts and crafts activities such as making
puzzles, dyeing with plants and complex paper
folding. Growing plants and caring for animals are
very meaningful to them. These are things they may
not have a chance to do elsewhere. Encourage their
natural interest in collections. These children,
like the younger school-agers, enjoy role-playing,
celebrations and club activities, but on a much
more advanced level. They appreciate adults who
will take thal, to the library to find books to read
about hobbies, outer space and problems of society
such as water or air pollution. These resourcPs
can lead to map making and scientific experiments.
Magic and mysteries are fascinating, too. They
enjoy stories about heroes, families and children
with problems like their own. They love books with
riddles, jokes and cartoons.

PBOVIDE OPPORTUNItIES THAT ARE MEANINGFUL

Find Purposeful
And Useful Things

For Them To Do

Earlier it was suggested that long, involved pro-
jects and activities'which have a real-life purpose
are most appealing - nothing make,telieve for these
children. Clder school-agers like to make signs
for the center, adVertising an upcoming event.
'They like to help prepare the shopping list for the
kitchen supply room. They enjoy helping other
caregivers with younger children in the center like
reading to a group of five year olds. They really
feelinportant when they can repair a leaky faucet,
replace a flat on a bicycle or x a broken toy.
They might even bring things f home they could
fix at the center. Such projets give them a
chance to use their hands as 11 as their brains.
Their interests broaden and their skills *prove.
They ;Oel useful and of value. And when activities
can do all of that, children grow in self-confidence
and self-respect. And you, the caregiver, have a
happy, contented group.
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Be Aware That
Ybur Influence
Remains Strong

4.

Be Aware That They
Are Sensitive About

Their Bodies

Provide Support
For Children Who

Develop Early

Recognize -That Sex

Is A Topic Of
Interest And

Encourage Their
Questions

Just because older school-agers are nide independent

and le of doing for themselves, do not believe
your behavior has little meaning anymore. Quite

- the opposite is tfue. Sinde these children have
greater abilities to reason and understand than
ever before, your power to influence them remains
very strong. Whether you can be a good influence
on them depends on the example you set, the values
you hold and commitment you have to then and,
their needs.

Older school-age childrepiwant to be reassured they
are normal, especially wicen their bodies begin to
show outward changes. Thus a wise caregiver does
not put a lot of emphasis on the ppysical aspects
of growing pp. Avoid using expressions such as
pretty, good-looking or handsome. Interest in the
opposite sex varies widely. Be sure to give support
to those youngsters who are not interested in boy-
girl things. Help them find friends in other .
children who feeluthe same way. Boy-girl together-
ness develops verslowly. Girls often show inter-
est in boys at this age. Boys most often respond
by teasing, joking or showing off.

While most girls do not reach pUberty or start to
menstruate until about twelve or'later, early '

development in some often cauSes self-conscious-
ness. This makes them different from most of their
friends. Once again you can help by giving them
your support and understanding. Certainly do not
ignore this issue thinking it will go away or get
better. Simply explaining the facts is not enough
either. These girls must be convinced that the
changes in their bodies are normal. Let them know
they are just a little ahead-of others their age.
Neke them feel special. They belong to an exdlur,
sive group. This also is a time to encourage
greater interest in personal grooming and eating

its. Boys do not generally reach puberty for
to three more,years. However, they are aware

of t changes going on in girls around them. This
leads to snickering ancyly glances. The telling
or writing of sex-related words and jokes is nor-
mal, too.

The children's interests in sex are definitely
changing, too. In the earlier school-age years,
they were more concerned about-where babies come
from. Now they are more modest about their bodies.
They ask fewer direct questions and so seem less

curious about the human body in general. Don't let

this fool you into thinking they are no longer .
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Expect Them lb
Nant To Prove

Themselves

Let Them Know
That Interest In
Their Bodies Is

Normal

0

Judge Their
Readiness By More

Than What They Say

, Be Willing-To
Listen And
Be-Patient

interested; By ten years of age children will
begin to discuss sex among themselves. You should
encourage children of this age to discgss'their
questions concerning sex with, you arid other adults.
This results in betterunperstandinv. It also
encourages children to come to you in the fl.lture
rather thah,going to their friends wbo also have
questions that need,correct answers.

Part of what children' le&-b' from the group is-how
to be a rehl boy or girl. By this'age they have
picked up all kinds of ideas about hOW to behave as
a male or female. As they get more involved with
the group they want to prove that they are all boy
or all girl. Boys will try to talk tough and
fearless, show how strong they are or walk like
they"think they shObld walk. 'Girls also are caught
up in similar behavior that they would see as being
right for-them.

-

All children have a sgood deal Of interest in -touch-
ing'their own bodies and cormaring themselves to
'others. 'But by this age they have learned to be
'more Careful about what they do and where they do
it., -While many adtilts,are upset by such behavior',
you can help. Let children know their behavior is
normal and that it 'should be controlled. That,in
itgelf probably will reduce their interests ih such
activities. The only harm that can be done is. when
undue attention is called to sex exploration and
children are made to feel guilty about it. When
children are kept'buSy with interesting things-to
do, when they have a.chance to make friends and
when they feel loved and secure, they are not po
interested in sex exploration.

,j

You Should know that sometimes older school-age
children will say yes when they really mean-no.
This is most true in situations which'are uncom-
fOrtable for them. They want to say no but are
concerned that they will Sie teased if pley do. So
use your good judgment. If-you sense any child is
getting in over her head, come to her aid. She
will be'very relieve&and can save face if she can
blame yod for hot being able toygo someplace or do
something.

Ten, eleven and twelve,year olds are in a period of
transitio They definitely need adult guidance-
It is ni ys easy for children of these syles op
express thr.' 'Ives. So be patient: Just be there
for them wh they are ready to talk. That may.not
happen overn ht, but at least they know you are'
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Talk With Them:About
Their MisbehaVior

And Endourage
Self-Discipline

Remember The
Importance
Of Family

Accept Them As .

Indi4duals
%. Just Like You

r

.willing to listen.4tb them. If you have p ven to

be a person they can trust, sooner or late they

will confide in yot.

' A
When disqiplining a child of this age Lllow the

same advice given earlier. Find ol.lt why he did

what he did. Perhaps he did not knaw any better.

.erhat's possible epen at Ehis age. Adults often "

'make mistakes bedause someone forgot 6) give then

all- the factS. Maybe the child acted out of anger,

fearior revenge. Perhaps the ternptation was just

too much. Eadl reason will call for a slightly

differentresponse fram you. If the child's act

was against the'group, leave his discipline up to

the other children as long as you belielze he can'

handle such treatment..'-This kind pf justice can

work' very. well. Certainly discusging the problem

With the child is always in order. Often a child

can be asked what he.thinks his discipline ought to

_i_l__Selg-discipline is definitely_the best. And

you might be surprised at,what the ctild is willing

to put himself through to try and rae things right

again. .

.Motheps and fathers are just as important as ever.
The older school-age'childrhas.not outgrown her
heed for her parents- Parents still have a poweer---

ful influence on their.child. The child

,much please her p ents and to
. She wants to iltxoduce her

importantadults to her parents. you cap da much

to promote family unity-in the center, Group

`discUssions and projects centered'arouni family
traditions imi.celebrations enodurage an appre--
ciation and U/6PrStagiding Bar different families
'and their 1ife-sityle1.- also tells a child thit

her family is as important as all the o
the twelve year o d who is beginning
from family ties els /tore secire when

her family is gpec

The older school-age Ohild has an-amazing willing-

ness tb accept.adUlts as they are. He 4gures he
cannot change thdm so why try. 'Adults, then
should accept the child as he is without t ing to

make him into.samething.he is not. I.Fie-child'is
who he,,waS,15orn to be. mo are,.

there onl y....to--offer guid464h rotectiOn until*
the child can guide and-protect himself.' At tPelve-
years ok agkhe iS not So far away from being/able

to do just thft.

ts very

and other

rs. Even
f4Teak away
`tlie.feelS



A POS'I'VIEW

Here are some new situations with possible Ways of handling,them. Circle

the answer.you think is correct noW that you have- worked through this

, module. You can find out how much you have learned about your role
cgregiver in a child caie center by comparing your answ7is tath our

(see page 172) .

, .

AS AN EN:FORMED CAREGIVER,.
WHAT WOULD YOU
DO IF . . .

as a
answers

1. Nine-year-old Robin is physicallylmature for her age. She plays less

than before with other girls at the center. You frequently see her

standing with.her arms folded across her chest. How can you make Robin

feel moie comfortable?

A. This is a stage that all girls must experience. Time usually

will solve it.

B. Talk to Rdbin's mother. 'Tell her she should discuss the facts of,

life withltbin soon.

C. If you can handle sensitive sUbjects, then a talk with Robin and
perhaps others like her would let everyone share common feelings.

2. Twelve-year-old Hans has been helping you with!some of the younger
school-age children during the summer months. He has told the director'

that you have been.using him only.for the "not-so-funu tasks like
putting away equipment and cleaning up after arts and crafts projects.

He wints to have important thingS to do. How could you respond?

-Tell Hans that you do not appreciate his going to the director
behind'your back. Suggest he acme to you when he feels there is a

problem. .%

B. Ask Hans to exPlain to you why he feels the way he does. Have him

suggest sore things that he would like to help with.

Make Hans Understand that surl jobs are as impnrtant as any other'

jobat the center. Let him kruw he is a big help to you.

3. Elevion-year--Oa,d-VLAst.alwaYS has,e0oyed Friday story hour.'

lately she has beenlrather rude. 8he Wig-to others, makes silly
covments and gener..elly spoils it for everyone. How i.ould yoU handle

-het behavior?

A. Have Violet read the'Story to the other dhildren.

B. Ask Violet to keep still or else leave Le group.

C

C. Tell her to find book and read by herself.
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4. You are going to teach a new game- Of course you want the children to
play safely and have fun. What is the best way to,make sure they ard
getting the most frpm the exp,eence?

,

A: Call the group together and show them how to play the game. Ask

ffor questions. Then them try it out while.you supervise. After

the play period end , have them talk about how things could
bettkr the next time.

B. Call the gioup together and explaiii the rules of,the game. Be sure

to go slold2S/, repeat,ing each rule several times. This will make
your directions less confusing. Then let the Children play on their
OWfl .
C-

C . Explain to the group in detail the rules of the game. A list
writtAn on a blackboard or piece of paper will help themyremember
the rules. Once you have read each rule Carefully the Children will
be able to play safely and have fun.

Betty Jo loves to play basketball. However, everytime she misses she
feels she has let her team down. HOW could she feel better about her-

,

self?

A.,, Say, "That's all right, Betty JO. Everyone misses a basket fram
time to tim."

B. Play a basketball game like H-O-R-S-E- It does not have team comr
petition. 4

C. Tell Betty Jo that with practice she won't miss as many shots.

6. Thoiras' fath is chatting with you while Waiting for his sop to zet his
things et so they can_leave. He is telling you about his boy's
Little League baseball teant and haw well Thomas played last night.
Which comment by you would supp9tc Thomas most?

A. "Well, Thomas is all boy, that's fOr ture."

B. "Thomas loves sports like all boys his age."

C. "That's great that Thomas likes baseball so much."

; ,

7.When a child's lie,maket" yotl,fgei unsure.of.".6* tog rpspon0,,y/hat:Q140,

C.

iou do first?
,

A. Tell the child you know he is lying.

B. Stop a moMent to think about all the things you ancul.d kzot do.

6

C. 'Talk to the child's parents.

1

,
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8. Chang is the center bully. Therefdre, he does not have any close
friends. How can you 1161p Chang?

A.

B.

Convince Chang that bullying willget hffn n6utere with the othert.

Tell Chang you will give him specialithings to do if he stops his
bullying.

' C. .Praise

9. Timothy is
Anthony's

Chang when he does something well or behaves nicely.

Rlaying cards. You are the oply one Who- sees him peek at
caY,ds. What do you do?

A. Take TimOthy aside. Let him know you saw him peeking at Anthony's.
.cards.

13, .If you get'along we11,47ith7 the children, have a brief group talk
About cheating without naming Timothy._

.C. Privately ask Timiothy to leave the table so he can't cheat, again. '

10. This is Kimberly's first week at the center. She speaks little
English. How can you help her feel welcome?

A. Simply introduce her to a couple of the friendliet children. They
will be able to handle this matter on their own.

B. Greet Kimberly leach day with a hug and smile. Get her involved
with some of tile other children.-Have everyone learn same of the
wordslin her language.

C. Ask the center director to have a special time set aside during
the day when Kimberly can take lessons in English. ,

11. Seven-year-old Ingrid arrives at the center early one morning near
ters. She doesn't want to have anything to do with the other school-
age children. Instead she has been following you around acting as
though she would like to talk You are busy getting.breakfast ready
for thdse children who eat at the center before going to schOol. How
can you help Ingrid most?

A. Take same time to be close .to Ingrid. Stop what you are doinglor
a little while. Put your arm around Ingrid if she seems comforted
by that'. Ask her if.there is something on her mind.

B. Go about your work, but let Ingrid know you are,aware she is nearby.,
"Hi, Ingrid. What's new today?" That will get her-in the mood to
talk if she really wants to tell you her problem.

C. Have Ingrid help you set the table. While the two of you are w6rk-
ing.side by side, she will know you are ready.to listen to her.
Let her be the one io start the Conversation.
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12.. Six-year-old Candice is very Unhappy: Her father has told you that her
pet dog, TOby, was killed by a car last night. What,00uld you say to

Candice? '

P. "Candice, soreday you'll have another dog to take Tbby's place."

, B. "Candice, just think haw happy Toby"must.be up in puppy heaven."
1.

C. "Candice, it's hard to lose a pet you love so much."

13. Pam, Da,1ene and Darrell 1Jve been off in acoorner talking. One the '

other cuidren, Paul, comes to you and coup ains that they are tellin
secrets about him. How you respond?

A. Say, "Paul, they probably have marnr secrets about all kinds of
things. I'm sure you haVe some secrets oryour own,,too. Just
ignore them,and let's find gomething you really like to do."

B. Go over to the three 6ilildren in the corner and ask them to break
'it up. Explkin that they are upsetting Paul who is feeling left

gout. Ask them to 'find sormth.ing else to do.

C. Say, "Paul, why don't you go teU to stop telling secrets
about you. Tell them you will te1Iecrets about them if'they
don't 64.6p it." Then let Paul hand1ehe matter hiMself.

14. School-age child care'should give Children:

P. Opportunities to work on long; involved projects which are not
possible at school.

41

B. MOre one-to-one instruction in school subjects which is not possi-
ble in large classroom-settings.

C. A7place where they can learn to break away from family lies to
beccme independent, secure imdividuals.

15. Vihich of the following would best help a group of school-age Children
hancle theii- feelings?

A. Have them form clUbs About things that interest th

B. Enoburage'the readirig of books or stories.

C. fet themmake up skits and act out everyday situations.'

most.
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16. Phillip has taken a wallet from one ot the other children. What is the

best way to keep him from stealing again?

A. Make an example of Phillip in front of the group.

B. Tell him he'll becoie a criminal if he steals. ---

C. Have him return the wallet to its owner.

17. The youngsters are playing dodge ball and have asked you to play mith
them. Melissa is on the other side and has announced that she is going
forget you:out? When you least expect.it shethrows the ball very-
hard accidentlibitting you on the side dt your face. It stings and

brin9s tears to your eyes. What would you do?

A. Say, "That's it! ,There will be no more dodge ball today. you all

should know better than to throw balls at a person's &ad." .

B. Let the children see you are in pain. Then-talk about the dangers

of hitting people's heads while reassuring Melissa you are okay.

C. Say, "Melissa laame.over here. You aneI need to have a talk.4
Ask the other children to continue with the game.

B. J., who is eight, does notget along well mith,otheis his age. So

he tries to wineyour praise.by tattling whenever he gats the chance.
You can see that his tattling is.one of the reasons why others will not
play with him. Hbw can you help B. J.?

P.

A. Remind B. J.
from time to
very good at

B. Say; ,"B. J.,

because they
to play with
do something

that everyone makes mistakes or does something wrong
time. Then/et him involved in an activity that he is
so he gets attention for something besides'tattling. )

you know why you 'haven't got any friends?'' It's

don't like tattle-tales. They are not going to want
someone who is going tO-tell on them every time they
wrong."

C. Say, "B. J., you are not perfect either. Everyone makes mistakes
and you are no different. I don't 'think you have the right to tell
on others.unless you can do everything right all the time, do you?.
Now be on your way and stop the tattling."



19 Nine-year-old Asuko seldom has anything goad to say about himself. He

calls himself plumb, ugly, or,other similar thingswbenever he has
trouble doing something or other children reject him. How can you help
Asuko?_

,

A. With a child of this-age there is little you can do to help him
improve how he sees himself. It requires a professional oounse-
lor

. I
1

B. While Asuko has sñt nine years thinking badly about himself, you

.
cah gradually help him feel he Us-worthy. praise him when any-
Opportunity presents itser That's a goad beginning.

, ./ .

C. There is nothing that can be done techange Asuko'sideas'about
himself. After nine yeari.of thinking that-way, Asuko will *ways
have bad'feelings about hieself. .

,

i ,
-ti,,.

20. Dillon's parents are divorced. But todalthe tells yOu that his parents
a will soon be "undivorced.'!. However, you know hiAmother is about to

marry someone else. How can yob help Dillon accept the divorce?
I

,

A. Do riot say anything tO Dillon. He needs to work this problem out
r for hiriself. /

B, Tell Dillon his mother plans to remarry so he should stop wishing
his parents back togethei?, - , , - . ..

..,

,

C. Say, "Dillon, tell me what you mean." Also suggest he talk with
., his.parenUs'about this,

. 0 AV
!
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OUR ANSWERS
4.

1. C

2. B %

3. A
I.

4. A

5. B

6. C

k

S. C

9. B

10.

11. A

12. C

13. A

14.

15. C

16. C

17. B

18. A

19. B

20. C

.5
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